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E-Kide-

ENEMY

paign Kick for Effect
on i)ear People.

FRENCH

PRESS GIVES

at-

Anglo-Frenc- h

ance Instead of the present entente;
provided that the British army be
radically reorganized in order to render it capable of energetic action on
the continent. Otherwise, the paper
says, thu benefits of the alliance
d
would be
and In favor of
Knglund and consequently Inadvisaone-aide-
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Wilmington, Del , May 2S. General
AT
AGE OF 70
James I'arkc po. tl. ss. a manufacturer
of Morocco leather, died here yesterday from injuries received by failing
dim list r s. lie was a C vil w ar vetWoman Convicted of Perjury In lrmv
eran and received a special medal
4 use
Must Serve a Year
bat-tie
f'oi.gress
from
for bravery at the
and a Half.
of Gettysburg.
London, May 28. Mrs. Margaret
Hamilton, who as one of the prinCATHQLJC FAIR OPENS TONGHT cipal
witnesses to the alleged Identity of the Duke of Portland ami T. C.
Druce, was today sentenced to eighAll arrangements
have been com teen months penal servitude for perp'.eird for the opening of the Herna-l.ll- o jury, her appeal having been disallouiity Fair In Casino hall at lowed.
Mrs. Hamilton is "0 years
Tract;, n park t irilnht.
The ladles old.
Conception,
church,
of the Immaculate
l!
auspice the fair Is beunder
many
ll, i? held have worked for
davs TEKAS CONGRESSMAN
to make the biziar a miecess. anl
there is ev 'y renson to believe that
It wil" (' a'l they .rom.se. The CaCROSSES DIVIDE
sino has been de. urate, with American flars an i bunt'ng nnd presents
a pi. asing appearance.
The fair will Moses I.. Brooks Succumbs After
Continue for true mhr--- . Thursday,
lllnes...
Friday an I Satu.- liy. It l the Intention of the l.ill-- s ti have a mnt-ine- e
Fan Antonio, Tex., May 28. Moses
f..r the children ?.iturjny after-n- Lycurgus Brooks, formerly of Beauin. The admission for the matinee mont, died hero last night after a
will be 10 cents anl there will be all lingering Illness.
He served In the
kinds of at Tactions for the young legislature from Augustine county,
Tt Is expectej tint there will where he was born, and also had one
folks
be a record breaking crowd at the term In CongTesj from the Second
opening of the bazaar tonight.
congressional district.
1

I.ln-Kcri-
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WOOD

PULP

ROBBERY IN SUM

SITUATION

OF

510,000

LAST PUBLIC ACT WAS

SAIO FACE WAS MASKED

MINORITY SAYS MEASURE

G.A.H.

SHOULD

BE

PASSED

IN
MM

CHJ1RCH

Kansas City, May 28. That the
general
of the Presbyterian
church In the United States does not
intend that a few men shall dominate
the executive power of the church wu
shown today when that bouy after
thirty-fiv- e
minutes of the liveliest debate adopted a reaoiution providing
that no paid agents of the church
boards or oflicers of the general assembly shall be members of the executive commission which shall direct
the administration of affair of the
church. The resolution came up today in the form of an amendment to
the report of the committee, on administrative agencies.

Death last night revealed that Roboperator at
was probably
not Robert
Crowhy, but C. R. McKnght, and
that he may have been working for
the Santa Fe under an assumed name,
letters In his pocket revealed the latter name.
McKnight was about 30 years old
to work for the Santa Fe
He we-n-t
at Isleta about three weeka ago under the name of Crowley, and, according to fellow employes was an
expert telegrapher.
He was a consumptive and suffered from several
hemorrhages during his short stay at
the Junction. Night before last he
became so ill that he could not work.
He was brought here yesterday morning to see Dr. James H. Wroth, surgeon for the Santa Fe. He procured
transportation for Las Vegas and was
given sn entrance certif.cate to the
Santa Fe hospital there. He was being taken to the train lat night oy
Dr. Wroth, when he suddenly expired.
Letters in his pocket Indicate that
Crow ley was an assumed name. It Is
believed that the man had been blacklisted under his true name and took
the noni de plume to secure work.
The body was taken to tho undertaking parlors of F. II. Strong, and
a sister living at Cottage Grove, Chicago, was informed of the death by
tel. graph.

ert Crowley, telegraph

Washington, May 2S. The special
committee of six members 'of the
House, appointed upon complaint of
the American Newspaper Publishers'
Association to Investigate the wood
pulp and print paper situation with
relation to the tariff and with regard
to an alleged conspiracy In restraint of
y
trade,
majority and
submitted
a minority report. The majority report was signed by Mann of Illinois,
Miller of Kansas, Stafford of Wisconsin and Bannon of Ohio. It recommends that no legislation affecting
wood pulp and print paper be enacted
until the comrnlt.ee further investigates and reports. It says that while
the testimony tends to show that a
cumblna Ion exists, the evidence Is not
sufficient to establish the fact. The
minority report is signed by Sims of
Tennessee and Ryan of New York. It
recommends the passage of the Stevens bill to place wood pulp und print
puper on the free list.
The lnvesiigation of the high price
by tha
of paper used particularly
newspapers was started when the papers all over the country regardless of
politics, began an active campaign
against the rapid rise In the cost of
print. While, the paper mllln
contend that the scarcity of wood pulp
from which the paper Is made, was
the cause of the Increased price. It
has been ascertained to a greater or
lesser extent that a combination of all
the paper mills had been effected and
the supply of available print was being limited. Since the Investigation
began there has been a noticeable decrease In the charge for news print.

Over-exertio-

The Temps recognizes that the cordial relations between France and
Great Britain, as manifested yesterday, probabiy would, in the event of
i,.
a crisis, breed Identity of Interests,
but it considers it dangerous to rely
upon moral understandings.
Knglund to Germany.
"Forced to choose between Ger
DYING OPERATOR FEAR FEW
many and Great Britain," the Temps WAS
MIGHT
says, "France chooses Great Britain.
We can with dignity lie on correct
terms with Gonnany, but the pai-t
BLACKLISTED BY
DOMIMTE
forbids us going further. As for the
future, Germany only wants what we
cannot grant, namely, the admission
of German funds to the Paris bourse,
On the other hand, the greatest objection to a British alliance has disappeared with the reconciliation of
our ally, Russia, with Great Britain.
Presbyterians Adopt Resolu-Hon- s
From the F.nglish standpoint this al- Letters Pound In Pockets of
liance is desirable. Kngland, throughThat No Agents Shall
Telegrapher at Isleta Indiout its history, always has felt the necessity of a commercial alliance and
Have Executive Power.
cate Name Is McKnlght.
continental support. The French army
would be of inestimable value to Great
Britain In the event of war, but would
LIVELY DEBATE BEFORE
DEATH CAME AS HE
British support bo equally advantageous to us?"
VOTE WAS TAKEN
WAS ENKOUTE TO TRAIN

No Aid for IwlVllctte.
Lar'nlb tre's position was also considered and the question arose as to
be advisable to
whether it would
stand b him if he should be disposed
to prolong I lie figh. against the
adoption of the conrerenre report on
the bill The disvusslon did not ap- i;
In a decision, but sentiment
peared ig.ilns.t that course. Most ot
the Democrats seemed to believe that
from a political standpoint It will be
htt for the Democrats to register
only lo ir objection and vote against
the' bill. The Senators present at the
conference were: Culberson, Teller,
Bacon, liankhead, Johnstone, Simmons, clay, Gary, Taylor. Overman,
Frazler. Newlands, Owen, Gore and
McLaurin.
The Democrats believe that If they
curfro on record strongly against the
rency bill, both by their vote and
speeches, they will have enough campaign thunder to go home with, and
as most of them are onxlous for adjournment, it Is not likely they will
report to filibustering.
It If generally believed here that BURNS WILL FIGHT
or
Congress will adjourn tomorrow
Saturday at the litest. F.ve-- y effort is
being made by th Republicans to
AUSTRALIAN FIRST
Tush the measure slated for passage
and to dispose of all the work possible
without further loss of time. Pending S 10,000 Ihit I p to I'Iih-I- i the Match
action on the currency measure, how.
Tommy Sajs JackMoii Mum
the nubile buildings bill, on
Wa.t Ills Turn.
which there is considerable fond hop
centered, remains tie-- up.
Sidney,
May
28.
The syndicate
which is arranging for the visit of
I 'resident KitftM Militia Hill.
Tommy Burns, the heavy weight
Washington, May 2S. The presipugilist, has deposited (10,000 to bind
dent yesterday signed the bill provid- a match between Burns and Lang,
ing for the reorganization of the mili- the Australian boxer. The flghi will
tia of the I'nited States and Its armoccur at Sydney in August.
ing and equipment at a cost of not
exceed JI OOrt.000.
Others must Wait.
London, May 28. Being asked today whether his Australian
visit
VETERAN SOLDIER
would Interfere with the negotiations
for a fight with Jack Johnson, the
DEAD FROM FAIL colored heavyweight, Burns replied
that Johnson would have to wait until
his Australian engagements were con.
eluded.
(.cm-niN.tless lliul Mclal From
tVngriMN for Bravery at
Gettysburg.
SENT TO PRISON
re-su-

AND

Vicksburg, Miss., May 28. General
Steven D. Lee, commander in thief of
the I'nited Confederate Veterans, died
at h a home here at 6 o'clock this
morning.
General Lee was one of the three
generals
surviving
of
lieutenant
n
last
the Confederacy.
Thursday In the ceremonies attending
the reunion of Iowa and Wisconsin
veterans of the G. A. U. at Vicksburg
brought about his last illness. Following the reception to the northern
visitors. In which General Lee took
a leading part, he suffered an attack
of acute indigestion. Later he rallied
but yesterday afternoon collapsed and
grew gradually weaker until S o'clock
this morning, when he died.
General Lee was born In South Carolina in 1833. He graduated from
West Point and was commissioned In
the artillery. At the outbreak of the
Civil war he resigned from the United
States army and entered the Confederacy. He served with the Confederate army In Virginia until after the
battle of Antietani, w hen he was made
brigadier general and sent to Vicksburg. yaleHpoand $; sThurofSHKD
burg. He played an Important part
in the ulege of Vicksburg, and following the rail or th. euy ho t taken
prisoner.
He was subsequently exchanged and promoted to the rank of
major general, and later assigned to
the army of Tennessee with the rank
unti1
of lieutenant general, serving
tho close of hostilities. After the
close of the war he became president
Agricultural and
of the Mississippi
Mechanical college.
General Lee's home was at Columbus, Miss., and the body probably will
be taken there for interment.
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tracted much attention In the French
Washington, May 28. Fifteen Dem- press. The Palis Tempi say that it
ocratic Senators, all that now remain
tn ihe city, conferred for one anJ a considers the time to be ripe' for the
allihalf hours today and agreed that they substitution of an
would gland together In opposition to
Aldrlch-Vreelan- d
compromise
the
Many of them will
currency bill.
speak against the bill, but there Is
nothing to indicate that the opposl-tin- n
will take the form of filibuster.
The absence of such inclination is
best illustrated by the prediction after
conference that "Congrew probably
tomorrow,
will be able to adjourn
ccr ninly not later than Sunday." This
opinion was expressed by several
Deinoi rats.

to.

BUT

SHE SAW RED HAIR

Eventful
Career During Great Looks as Though Pop r Combine Woman Swore That Robber Pass- Civil War- - Graduate of West
Was Strong Enough to Prevent
ed Within Few Inches of
Point but Resigned From U.
Action at This Session ot
ot Farr Begun
S. Army to Fight With HIj
Congress-Eviden- ce
-- Alleged He Owns Horse
Not
Own People
Suiflcient Is Alleged.
Ridden by Robber.

--

and King Edward have

air

Tried to Prove an Alibi but
Wife of Station Agent Positively Identified Him as
One of Trio.

WELC0ME TO

OF

Fallit-rie-

-F-

Veteran Officer of Confederacy Majority of Investigation ComExpires at Advanced Age
mittee Wants Action DeFollowing Attack of
layed on Steven's BUI
Gastritis.
to Remove Duty.

REPORT FULL CREDENCE
WEEK Temps Contains Long Article Discussing Advisability of Arrangement-Demands
That Army
Only Fifteen Dtmocratic Senators
be
Prefers
Will
Still In Washlngton-Th- ey
England to Germany.
Not Assist La Follette If He
Tries to Prolong Fight-Pub- lic
Tarls, May 28. The speeches exchanged in London between President
Buildings Tied Up.

28.

NUMBER 127

CALL

10 ADJOURN

JEM

Mar

TWO REPORTS ON PAPER STONE HrLDFOR FRENCH

HIS LAST ROLL

Reported That Conference Between King Edward and
President May Result
SenatorsHold Conference and
In Combine.
Agree to Register a Cam-

BT

Colo.,

d

DEMOS

CONGRESS

Binw,

FORECAST

night and Friday.
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VOLIAVS 23.
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WEATHER
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Raton, N. M., May 28. (Special).
Elmer Stone, a rancher, was positively Identified by four witnesses, during
his preliminary hearing here today, aa
one of the three robbers who held op
agent at French stathe Wells-Farg- o
tion and robbed the safe ot $35,009
shipped by the First National bank of
Albuquerque for the miners' pay roll

at

Dawson.

Stone had a large number of witnesses and tried to prove an alibi, but
he was held to the grand Jury at tha
September term of the district court
in the sum of $10,000.
He will furnish the bond.
Mrs. H. u. Smith, the wife of tha
agent at French station, testified that
on the afternoon of the robbery Stona
was one of the three masked men
w ho held up the station and that ha
passed within eighteen inches of her.
She said she had an excellent
chance to study him and that she Is
certain Stone was the man. She said
that while his face was masked aha
could see the robber's reddish brown
and the back ot his neck and his ears,
hair and tho back of his neck and
his ears.
Mrs. Smith was very positive In her
testimony.
There was other strons
testimony., , TU u(hVor, scjt 4 toy iflbJ
not permit tha use of as much evU '
deuce as they have In their possessioa
as they will need it when the case
comes to trial.
Henry Farr, also under arrest, to
being examined today.
W.tnessea
have testified that a horse belonging
to Farr was ridden by one of tha
robbers.
It was also stated that thts horse
had been ridden In the past by "Nigger Arkansas," who is reported to ba
EL PASO ARRANGES
the tallest of the three robbers and
apparently In command of their opBIG FINE FOR
Nothing has yet been
erations.
A FINE
DISPLAY brought out at the trial to show who
the third robber was and the offtcera
BANKING CROOK
are not willing to discuss it.
Will Send MujrnirieeiU Display to
t!oiig;rtK PluiM lu OlM'll
CARLSBAD ORGANIZES
IVirt Uind Man Must Serve Term In
Jlcwdquarters In Albuquerque.
ITlwon and Pay 576,0l
Besides,
GINNING COMPANY
K Pa-sTexas, May 28. (Ssx-ial.- )
On the recommendation of Chuir-iiia- u
Happer, of the Kl Paso ChamSalem, Ore., May 28. Judge BurKntcrpriHe Will Start with $10,.
nett In the circuit court today sen- ber of Commerce, a photographic ex- New OOO
(tephul, All ontrllxjlod
tenced J. Thorburn Ross, a Portland hibit of the city and surroundings
By Ottiaeii.
banker, to five years' Imprisoment costing 500 will be sent to the Nawhich
congi ess,
and to pay a fine of $576,094. Rosa tional Irrigation
Carlsbad, N. M., May 28. (Sperecently was convicted of the wrong- meets in Albuquerque September 28
cial.) At a meeting held at the rooma
of the state school and will continue lu suasion until Ocful conversion
of the Commercial club this morning,
funds In his capacity as president of tober 7.
The exhibit will be 45 feet long the preliminary steps were taken
the Title Guarantee & Trust company.
and nine and one-ha- lf
feet high. Una
the Carlsbad Milling and
sldo of it will be devoted to Kl Paso Ginning company.
As soon as tha
and the other side to the valley and papers can be made out the company
REV QUALE, NEW BISHOP,
the Water Users' association. With will be Incorporated with a capital
the exhibit will be 5,000 new souve- of $10,000. A
gin
WELL KNOWN AS AUTHOR nir postal cards of Kl Paso for dis- stand has been ordered. This will ba
tribution, four albums for Inspection, operated by electricity, with a
6,000 small dodgers on Kl Paso and
power motor. The company will
10,000 circulars on mining, and a ulso be prepared to grind grain and
register where the names of all peo- alfalfa meal. Carlsbad will produce,
ple Interested in th s suction of the according to recent estimates, at least
country may be taken.
2,000 bales of cotton this year.
A Big Time Alioad.
The Irrigation congress has set
aside a day to be known as "Kl Paso DENTISTS WANT A
Day." uii honor to Kl Paso extended
to no one else.
The directors last
night were enthusiastic
over the
TOOTH LAW NOW
prospect of making Kl Paso prominent at the congress. Among the
things which will feature Kl Paso Would Have School t liddi-enTeeth
Day wl.l be a steropticon display in
Kxumiiicd Once a 1 ear Work
tile evening.
for lilt' loor l"ree.
The directors are In favor of opening headquarters In Albuquerque durToday
the beginning of tha
ing Hie week of the congre.-aThere meetings marks
of the new organisation to .
in i he a band from this city ut the be known as the New Mexico Dental
congress and two special cars, one for
of w hich the following ara
tie 'number of Commerce and one association,
officers; Dr. Frank N. Brown, Hoi-wethe Water
association, will
Dr. T. K. (iliny, Iis Vegas;
be arranged for. There will be reK. Krvln, Carlsbad; while tha
duced rates from th s city and also Dr. L.
board culm nU of Dr. K. J.
an excursion from Alhu.juerquo to Kl executive
Alger,
Dr. L. 11.
Dr. J. K. Kraft,
Paso, together with an
to
Dr. C. A. Ellers.
Chaniberlin.
The
the Grand Canyon.
meetings will he held at the CommerThe Chamber of Commerce deems cial
club build, ng and nil, be attended
It Inadvisable to make h: y fruit ex
by dentists from all over the counhibit this year.
try. This association will meet once
a year, at which time lectures as well
as practical demonstrations
will ba
ARIZONA DELEGATES
REV. WIS. A. QUAYLK.
g
ami it will be at this time that
Chicago, May 23. Rev. Wiii ..mi A.
poor people- will be given dental work
Ouayle, who was made bishop at the
Dr. Brown also states
GET BRYAN ORDERS free of
M. K. general conference at Pa'.ll-rnorthat the dentist j will try to secure a
is
of tho St. Janus M.
law whereby the pupils attending all
K church of this city, and has a wide
publla schools will be forced to have
ep ilation as un author.
May
The Democratic t.'i- ir teeth examined at l at once a
Rev. Quay'e was ordained n
territorial convention which convened year. Poor children who are not la
S!
then he has written "The Poet's In this city today to name slx dele- position to pay for such work will
Poet and Other Kssays," "A Study In gates to the Denver convention Is ex- this service free of charge from
Current Social Theories," A Hero and I t d to unan mously endorso Bryan the association once each year.
to
vote
Some Other Folk," "The Pralrlu and and Instruct the
for
Examinations were held at the club
i
him.
the Sea," and other volumes.
rooms yesterday.

vv

o

two-stan-

CHARLES STEPHENS
MAY NOT RECOVER
Man

Injured
ing Is

Charles

In

on New Armory Build-

Serloin Condition.

Stephen.--

, a carpenter, who

blow n from thu
new armory
building while carrying a heavy board
aild Who Hllstllle.l a broken thiisli mi.l
a double fracture f liia right arm, la
resting easier today ut St. Joseph'
w

:us

hospital.
His condition is serious, however,
FOREST SERVICE
and he may not re. over, although he
is receiving the b. t of medical attention. When Stephens fell ho struck
APPOINTS GUARDS on
the hard boat
floor and the
plank he wai tariyaig fell on top of
He is a broth- r of Frank StephAdditional Hangers Are Stationed In him.
ens, a contractor.
New Mexico and Arizona to
Handle I lie Work.
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS
Washington, May 28. The forest
service has Just announced the follow,
F;
W. S. STONE
mg appointments of forest guird.s on
national forewts in New Mexico and
Arizona:
Oolumbus. ft.. May 28. The balSamuel A. Frey. on the Big Burros
national forest, New Mexico; D. L. b ting on the off ls of the Interna-- 1
Williams, on the Pecos national forest, tional Brolhei ho. of Locomotive Kn-iCrand Chief V.
New Mexico; Henry L. Taylor, on! gineers beari to.
tha Mount Graham national forest,! S. Stone was it elected, there being
no opposl lon to him.
Arizona.
These appointments are made to!
IlKOkl KS AKi: llAVKItllT.
meet the Increased demands of the
forest service work, due to the openAn involuntary
Pl'tdiurg. M :y ing of the gras'ng season, resumption petition of bank: upicy was fl ed l ite
of active lumbering operations on for. yesterdaj In t!: i'nited States court
Improvement against George W. MacmuMen & Co..
ests, and permanent
work after the cessation of practically stock brokers. The stated liabilities
all business of this kind during the reach 11,800,00m a, id the assets about
1 350,000 les.
winter months.
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THE VALLEY RANCH

THfc ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
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By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STKICKLER

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

EDITOR

'

THFItSDAY. MAT M, IMA.

The Fishing Season Opened May 15
The most beautiful location on the most beautiful river (the Pecos) In
Weather warm, dry and delightful.
Can accommodate a
New Mexico.
limited number of guests.
I.IFK. Horseback riding ajid driving Fishing, huntAddress The ValA alg ranch In full operation.
ing, tennis and camping.
ley Ranch, Valley Ranch. New Mexico.

Kelly & Co

Gff oss

(Incorporated)

SM
St'lUSClUPTION KATKh
$5.00
5

One year by mall In advance
One month by ninil
Month by carrier within city limit
Entered
aader Art of

a

soeoiul-ola-

matter at the Postofllce of Albuquerque,

x

Omgrcs of Marcii

Jf. M.,

THE CUB'S CORNER

DAILY SHORT STORIES

A HUNCH I'HOM HILL rX)LHR.

WHEN THE HAM) PLAYS

S, 1879.

Hy Stuart

The only Illustrated dally new(aHT In New Mexlr
medium of the Southwest.

and the bert

H.

Wholesale

Stouo.

Amelia Parker had finisher
the article on "Wnm.in
"Young Uvea like ing," and she sat now and mediated
TOH AI.ni"QlF,HQPE CITIZEN IS:
old love's like over the practical truths contained
wine;
Southwest.
of
newper
the
weekly
The leading Republican dally and
therein.
Miss Parker prilled herself
buttermilk."
1HI."
"Square
the
n
principles aiul
The advocate of Republic
on her saneness and her lack of illus.
Inn regarding this shimmering-moon- ,
THE AlinCQVEUQtTB CITIZEN HAS:
business nf love. Miss Parker's
shine
Mexico.
In
New
The fluent equipped Jih department
were not the solace of charms
Ideas
New
Service.
Auxiliary
and
by
Associated Ircs
The latest report
unappreciated.
She was pretty, very
good and gracious ask any of the
news niisr."
WW oirr
suitors who had pleaded and lost
There was Arthur Langdon, who
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
"Hoy, Is the editor out?"
told her the evening before that
"Kf he ain't out. he soon will be. had
her eyes were those of the gazelle
He's playln' poker with the printers." and
her voice like the cooing of
Birmingham
doves.
over
pondered
As Miss Amelia
Sunday School Teacher Can you problems her father broke In with
SFigfit
tell me the name of Noah's three more absorbing intelligence.
"Hy gravy!" he exclaimed. "They've
sons?
stage,
In China's
There In a mighty drama, with the whole world as a
Willie
Ham Noah, Sam torpedoed the Saragossa!"
Little
curse
aftroggle, against civilized commercial greed, to rid herself or the
Miss Parker frowned at her par
Noah and Jeff Noah. Judge.
ef opium.
ent's expletive, hut did not answer.
a
It nan been a long and tenacious struggle and a noble one, In which
The head of the Parkers grew up
Please, miss, are you the roarlous. "I'm a son of a gun!" he
Bobby
the "heathen" nation puts the "civilized" world to shame.
many
comOpium Is deadly to the Chinaman. It has for ages incapacitated
trained nurse mamma said was
announced explosively.
of the higher official of the kingdom and has turned the lives of un- ing?
"What Is It, father?" Miss Amelia
counted millions of Its people 4nto mere miserable existence. This, more
Nurse Yes, my child.
condescended.
Then would you
Bobby (elated)
than any other cause perhaps more than all other causes combined
ordering out the 4th!"
"They're
farns kept China In the rear of progress.
me some of your Our boys go to the front.
mind showing
The Chinaman knows It, and has the manhood to want to free tricks? Llpplneott's.
Mr. Jonathan Parker arose and
himrelf.
stormed the kitchen with the great
Nearly two years ago the empress dowager of China Issued an edict
appreciation of war tidings, but It struck no chord
"You have a high
against the cultivation and use of opium In the empire and provided for
n the breast of Miss Amelia not
...,:....r ..
It complete extermination within ten years. Many governments. Including yUltl nil' " mi. .iv.- i n n'a
i
-- il ff fa t7
tnA
-.
mar. n.UM. U
I should say I have. siie'
tno United States and Great Britain, agreed to help enforce the edict. It
"
score
in
vel. She knows how to keep
aeemed that the day of deliverance had come.
course, the gazelledove wooer of the
But Great Britain has broken faith In the matter, as she has done many a bridge whist game." Washington night before would go out ln the long
times before. The Indian government, which receives a revenue of more Star.
miss him
ld
troop train and
than $10,000,000 a year from the opium traffic, is not willing to relinquish
Miss Amelia reached
a little,
Is
opium
advantage,
being
enormous
quantities
shipped
In
and
Into
still
Magazine
Everybody's
that
According to
for the July number of "Woman's
China in defiance of all protests.
man went into a store to buy a Rights."
Again China has appealed to the Christian nations to keep off their awaist for his wife.
Ml
Parker looked from the vagreedy hands and allow her to be saved.
"What bust?" awked the saleslady.
rious windows to see Mr. Lnngdon
Secretary Root has heeded the plea. He has taken the matter up with
replied
march'ng In his country's blue-bradidn't hear anything,"
tha governments of Great Britain, Germany, France, Japan and the Nether- the"I man.
livery, to the time of his country's
lands, and an International commission is to look into the outrage.
He was fl" "second
noisiest horns.
The struggle China Is making has continued for fifty years. -- Indeed,
his uniform was a
and
In?"
lieutenant
Gaddle
Is
Miss
business
"What
upon
Hongkong
stands,
giving British foothold In China
which
the island
spick-spa- n
thing of wnnverrill dazlo.
"Oh. she's in everybody's business."
vraa exacted as Indemnity for several shiploads of opium that were deMiss Parker felt a thrill of pride
"Wholesale,
eh?"
by
prevent
stroyed
the Chinese to
their accursed cargoes from reaching1 the
went
"Yes. except when It conies to a bit and she laid the book down and
people.
Cathout.
that."
retails
she
scandal;
It is a contest between heathen effort at
and civilized of
k
the Hon. Angus; us
On a
hist for profit. In which all honest human sympathy must be with the olic Standard and Times.
eagle, tearthe
American
had
Turner
feeathen.
a
ing out its throat.
somehow
And
sup.
In this struggle the heathen are giving an example which civilized
His Wife (during the spat) I
of her and
tingling
hold
took
little
people might emulate In more ways than one.
pose you consider yourself even wiser her breath came shorter.
A crowd was firing anvils and the
than Solomon.
Her Husband Not n nil, my dear.
Rellevllle zouaves were drawn up in
me.
to
advise
wives
of
lot
a
I haven't
a grim, little line. Miss Parker felt
Chicago News.
the little tingle needles pricking her
A single roso to the living Is better than beautiful wreaths for the dead.
again.
"If there Is any good deed I can do or kindness show," said one of the
Some captain or other shouted, "At
The war correspondents were corngroat philosophers, "let me rlo It now. Let me not deter or postpone It, for
plimen'.ing Captain Molly Pitcher on; rest!" and the lieutenant of zouaves
I shall not pass this way again."
through
admiring
me
squirmed
courage sne nu
Multitudes of wasted lives owe their failure to the dangerous habit of the conspicuous battle of Monmouth.
crowd to the arbor, where the lady
at the
dawdling putting off until tomorrow what ought to be done today.
said, "I merely sat. There was a light In his eyes
"It was nothing." she my
Tomorrow has work enough of Its own.
other name akin to the light of the night before.
that
Procrastination steals more than time. It purloins our freedom, makes wanted to showFor,
Now Mr. Langdon renewed his tulk
verily, true bravisn't Coddle."
os slaves and debtors whose tomorrows are forever mortgaged.
vaunieth not Itself, of gazelles and doves very earnestly
Nor does the mischief stop here. No man Is sufficient unto himself, ery,riotunlike genius,
and very hurriedly, for there was
puffed up. Chicago Tribune.
for his life at every point touches other lives. Humanity Is one groat is
little time.
family, and no one can delay or postpone his work without Infringing on
"(Jive me only a little hope." Imrights
of
disarranging
laughed.
others
some part of the social fabric, be he
and
He
the
pleaded. "Think of the terrible canever so Insignificant a unit.
Hoohoo!" walled little' non."
Itooh.H.!
Procrastination tortures the conscience, palsies the will, energy and Johnny.
Miss Parker shuddered and endeavhighest
springs of character.
ambition and weakens the
"Why. what's the matter, dear?" ored lo think of the sociology books,
Work promptly done Is an incentive tj i: w endeavor. It Increases skill his mother asked comfortingly.
but the effort was a failure.
and gives new courage to press forward. It repays tenfold in the peace
fell on pa-- j
"Boohoo er
Tin. Rellevllle cornet band romped
f mind that comes from the consclouesness of completed work.
pa's toes."
merrily Into "Dixie." the Hon. Tinner
Begin right and begin right away Is a good motto with which to ap"Well, ilear. that's too bad. but you red as a plowboy shouted "Arner
proach every task.
inus in cry anoui u, you mu.
f. r. ver!'' the
lieutenant sighed
Hoohoo! once more andardent
I laughed.
"I
said. "I love you."
Magazine.
Everybody's
Hoohoo!""TIs again suggested to make the seating capacity of the House of RepTh.-M'ss Amelia Parker gave up
u
resentatives more compact by replacing the desks and revolving chairs
with a little cry and did no: resist
with cushioned benches. This will he bitterly opposed by those members
worn Mr Arthur T.angdon pulled her
A CluuMer of llorrorn.
who have to drape their feet on something.
shoulder.
Just lis-- ! down on his
Klrsf Russian Statesman
"This is a sacred war. ruurmered
...hii i i.xi,i these headlines from
The claim of a lawyer before the national association of manufacturers this American paper
I'astor Roasts' the w arrior-i- o er
"You must come back to me. dear."
that In five years only twenty injunctions have been Issued In labor dis- the Vice President." Western Gover
putes must refer to some five years In the antedllnvlnn era. They seem nor on the Rack," "Entire Jury whispered Miss Amelia
Te bind whipped in to "Yankee
to come faster than that In these times.
Hung."
"President Flays Imctor
Long." "Whole Cabinet Round Hand Hoodie," and the Hon. Turner mm
yanked the tail entirely out of ths
Even If the fleet doesn't curve In t.i give the Island of Mnlokal a and Fnit for Years!"
ple
look, the Inhabitants will simply miss a sight that Pallas, Tex.. Colorado
Ilea eagle, and all the common
Second
Russian Statesman
Rut the second lieu- Springs and Dayton, O., have to miss, and they helped pay for the fleet, vens'
And our misguided subjects yelled for gore.
nam of the Relleville zouaves wan
at that.
isplre to have a democratic govern
dried in a world where all the deniment of that kind here ln Russia!
zens talked of gazelles and dove
Congress appropriated a million and a half toward a government dis'n
cooing, ind Miss Parker of the so- play at the Japanese exposition of 1912. The naval display we're going to
: clology
volumes wandered with him
MUST Pill YOUR NAME
give Japan In the meantime will do a lot of good, also.
hand in hand.
upstairs In the little pink ro.ut
Congress frankly admits that it doesn't know what to do about securOfULl FREIGHT twoAndhundred
and seven ruk-- for he
ing currency reform. Yet the Congressional Record tuns two remedies
advancement of woman commercially
to the page. Oh, bunk, thy name Is Oratory!
lay in a discarded book.
oil I'orni or Hilling Shipments with
.
A triple murderer
Initial Will Not Re Continued
In New Jersey signed a confession, then turned to
After July First.
the sol.ice of his violin and tore off a rollicking waltz. The name of the
WHO
waltz is not given, but maybe you oan guess.
New York, May is. All railioadsj
Those Kentucky night riders who prayed and .aim "Woier Mv H...1 operating in the territory covered by.
Introduced French drv cleaning In
after)
to Thee" when they set fire to a tobacco h.irn. evidently thought they were the "official classification,"
Albuquerque?
THE BROWNS.
making a burnt offering.
July
nex:. will refuse U receive f"'!v'HO
l ranspoi tation
all shipments In less
Stopped the cleaning and pressing
lots, which are not
going out of our city to Denver, Los
Owing to the plague quarantine, the American consul Is unable to leave than carload
Ang,.)ei and other cities?
I A Guaira. Which shows that we couldn't sever diplomatic rel.t ions with narked plainly with the name of the
oiisignee and the stat on. city and
THE BROWNS
Venezuela If. we wanted to.
ta.e of designation. Notices to this' WHO
are to be sent to all the agentsj
Guarantees not to whrlnk, fade and
At last 'i. college boy. whl'e Indulging t'l a p; ink ha been shot by a effect
all the railroads concerned duringj
Klui, not to come back"
policeman.
Iinubtful If there Is any recourse. A policeman lias peculiar of
the present wek. Four hundred audi
THE BROWNS,
prank privileges, too.
sixteen rai lroads will participate in WHO
Knows how to do Electro-Benzthe enforcement of ihe new rule.
That was a pretU lutie figure f spec o, .f --' nat.r Rob 'P.lor.
cleaning that leaves a finish and
For many years past it has been
l
esylon
it
impi
!.
Kuithf-r-eirthat
ti tile
he
the Tariff Tree
customary for a large number of shipnewness to the garment that no
full of prunes.
pers to mark their packag.su with ai
No
other process oan produce?
or some hieroglyphic, the key
one within a thousand miles but
initial
thirteen chicks from twtlve egg. If poultry ever to which would be on the bill of lad
An Ohio hen h.itch.-THE BROWNS
u job as an ele Ton off,. . r.
Ing. It was the theory that this saved WHO
gets to vote, tills hen ai
Don't en' prices, but does the worn
time, and also prevented competitors
gets
after from observing the names nf a shipbitter than tne other fellows?
Congress chafes at tin- del i.v In ttdjoui i.il.g. Alwa
THE BROWNS.
per's customers on the outside of the
the wlndjammlng period is over.
W HO
package.
companies claim thst
Does the cleaning and repairing at
As recited In Chicago: "When he corn is In the coiner and ttie shorts i The railroad
2 Hi 4
W Silver avenue, open daj
been the principal cause of
has
get
shock."
a
all
heavy losses to railroads on claims
THE BROWN'S.
and night?
losses In transit,
Sed."
and
that
due
to
'""iff
That Piatt rase cons to be one of n.-- unfortunate Mae and lecein emit abuses have resulted from this
floods railed for and delivered. Seconber affairs.
d-hand
pr ictice.
clothes bought and sold.
Phone 4 51.
Figures compiled by the Trunk Line
Ap fo. that Sir. tor Plat-Ma- c
Wool rornar ce, "the little blind got' association show that seventeen large
Torturing eczema spreads Its burncompanies, with a total freight earncan't see it.
ings last year of I541.725.71t. pa'l ing area "very day- Doan's Ointment
After len ball its. the Method. sis have at lust ' lected one 'lUhop. It Is- for loss and damage during the year quickly stops Its spreading. Instantly
the Itching, cures it permanchurch as for a Demo5.5.74. or fully 1 per cent of the relieves
almott a hard to aid an election In the
ently. At any drug store.
total freight earnings.
crat to win ln the presidential rsre.
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J. D Eakln, President
G. Gloml, Vice President

Alvanulo.
Casner, Santa Fe. N. M ; W.
Fiction, Topcka, Kan.; A. L.
Dallas. Tex.; liert Adams and
A. J.

Ken-drlc-

k,

Consolidated Liquor Company

St. Louis. Mo.: W. B. Miller,
Kansas City. Mo.; W. H. Ware, Ports
mouth, ".; Amati Moore ana wile,
Louis, Mo.; Mr. Julius Mangenheim
and wife, San Diego, Calif.; J. J. Hunter. Raton. N. M.; A. L. Sailors, Kan-sa- a
City, Mo.; R. Troescherr New
York; W. L. Foote and w;fe. Wilkes-harrPa.: C. H. Smlty. Los Angeles,
Calif.; J. V. Hubbard, Golden, Colo.;
H. E. Gibson, Denver; Chas. G. singleton, St. Louis, Mo.; Mum Leda
Klauber, San Diego. Calif.; H. W.
ISaird, El Puso, Tex.; J. M. Kore,
wile.

Saeceasora to
MKMNI

K.

E.

W.

W

M.

Council. Los I. unas. N. M. ; II. 1.
Knight. St. Louis, Mo.; II. SV. Webb,
Kan.saji City. Mo.; J. Blankfield,
III.;
W. M. liasford. Chii-.igL. D, Myers. Lincoln. Neb.; J. T. Gibbon, Wichita, Kan.; Jos. E. Raymond,
.'li.ago; liter Eherly, Raton. N. M.;
Miss Kinma Lil. s. Socorro. N. M
Mrs. W. II. Lilts, Socorro. N. M.
Cruige.
W. J Manna, San Marclal. V. M ;
M. A. Wilcox and wife, los Angel. s,
Calif.; M K. Hughes, St. Louis. Mo.;
A. il
Calvin. Clovi.s. N. M.; C. M.
Stan.sfell, Tueumcarl, N. M.; 1! S.
Caultrr. Tiicumcari. N. M.; Mrs. Walworth. Togan, N. M.
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linn be. n appointed exclusive agents In the Sonthwest for Joa. S.
Schlitz. Win. Letup and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries: Yellestone,
Green River, W. II. Mc Brayer's CYdar Brook, Louis Hunter, T. J
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOCJTDERS
But sell the straight article a received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
List. Issued to dealers only.
i
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WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE

;

K.

IV

Hill

D.

BANK COMMERCE
hxtends to Depositors Every Troper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. S150.000

(.rand IVntrul.
Smith. Wln.slow. Ariz., M
nver; J. M. Raker, Santa Fe,

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President

Sine).

It. len.
i'Ii is I'.evington.
Lewis Itapp. Wlllard. N. M
Rrowii. M ountainair.
E. C.
P.

LJ!UQUERQUE, X. M.

OF

N. M.

MctriS)Miaii.
C.innuff. Santa Fe,

TaiLsey. Helen.

N.

M.;
II. M.

N'.
;

W. S.

STKICKLER, Vice President and Cashier

W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
J. C. Baldridge.
William Mcintosh,
O. K. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwell.

N. M

M.

Good I.lnlnieut.
Yuu will hunt a good while before
you rind a liniment that Is equal to

aa a
Pain
Chamberlain's
Balm
cure for muscular and rheumatic
pains for the cure of sprains and soreness nf the muscules Tn case of rheumatism and sciatica It relieves the tn.
tense paid and makes sleep and rest
possible.
In case of sprains It relieves
the soreness and restores the parts to
d
a healthy condition In
the
time required by the usunl treatment
It Is equally valuable for lame back
and all deep seated and muscular
pains 25 and to cent sizss for sale by
all druggists.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
the
make
Tha telephone
duties lighter, the earea less
and the worries fewer.

The
preserves
telephone
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your home.

one-thir-

Barefoot Sai.dals with heavy soles
.soft, dark tun colored uppers.
l
They ttre the
foot covering for
hot weather, look neat and wear well.
Price. 5 to 8, 11.00; 9 to 11. 11.15; 12
to 2, J1.25; 8 to 6. 11.60. C. May's
shoe store. 314 West Central avenue.
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THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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Woman loves a clear, rosy
Burdock Blood Bitters
the blood, clears the skin,
s ruddy, sound health.

n.

"Renders U)e Banking
Service That Counts
for Business
Success."
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars

D. C.

SturteH.
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Washington,

Chas. Hellnt, Secretary
Treasurer.
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AttERICA CONVENTION
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State National Bank
ALBUQUERQUE
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The Paris Fashion Co.

MILLION

213 SO. SECOND STREET

1

A GENERAL SAHE IN
ALL OUR DEPARTMENTS

No Danger of Overstocking
Market Soon. Says Frenchman Who Produces It.

Pm

TH111SKL

No Stimulants This Year (?)

RADIUM COSTS

4

flTIZEJf.

ti. "No. there Is no
likelihood of the market
overstocked," said the tore-mIndB.if
of a radium factory. "Wa ar
tunnlij to our utraiMt capacity, but
we art practically alone in the field,
and orders come from all over the
world. ' The correspondent looked
At the aundruds of liaKs of rare eurth
round him anil made a mental
that thorp mum be about ten
tons f thin raw niateriul awaiting
tr alavent. "About how much radium
wiil you get out of hne sacks?" he
asked tke foreman. "Oh, about that
much," the foieina.ii replied, carelessly, and he show id the head of a pin.
Am tno foreman xaid, France now
practical: controls the world's radium Market, JShe has the only wholesale md.um factory on the planet. Although no cHimiiieicial use has yet
been discovered for radium, despite
that has been written to the contrary, tlie demand for the subtle, precious element that no one understands is enormous. Every scleulist
In the world wants his grain of it, for
laboratory purposes, futient researchers all over the world are studying it
and applying It to different substances
in the hope of discovering new combinations. Lately, moreover, a further
demand has grown up In a widely
different quarter. The supposed medicinal or therapeutical value of radium, still a matter of experiment, has
inspired many a former patent medicine man to change his labels and
buy a little radium, salt fa conjure
with.
I'ru-- 4 Million Dollars a Pound.
How great ls the world's demand
and sow limited the world's available
supply may be gathered from the fact
thai tae present price of radium is
in iht nolghborhood of 40 m llion dollars a pound. The big factory at No-turns over tons and
hundreds of tons of material every
year wiikout producing this quantity.
I'ute metallic radium, in fact, does
ml exist. The factory is making the
fortune 'if its proprietor by turning
uul ruduni salts of greater or less
activity. The
product is pure radium bromide
It was
radium bromide that Mr William
Itauuuy used when lie "degraded"
Clipper into another metal, showing
that w hat used to be considered an
element was not an element after all.
It was rad.um bromide also that Prof,
ltordaa used to change a cheap, white
corundam into a red ruby of price, to
darkea the blue of a sapphire and to
bleach an emerald.
g
Krusa radium experiments are
made daily in the laboratotries of
the tforbuunu by Mine. Curie and her
disciples, tiut the great secret remains
unsolved. No one knows what radium is, nut even in the radium factory
May
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Ladies' and Misses Skirts
$4.48, $5.48, $5.98, $6.98, to $12.00 in Voiles, Mixtures
and Panamas in a variety of colors.

Now Comes Our Waists
in Lawn, Silk, Net and Laces in Black, White and
Ecru $1.50 up to $2.00 waists for 98c $2.25 waists
for $1.48 and $3.00 waists for $1.98 in white lawn
in white and black at $2.98 Net waists at $3.98 etc.
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After a yisit to the factory the
person will still leave with
a doubt in his mind as to whether
radium U a substance or a quality.
To npia.k of a pound of it is
of a pound of suniight. At
the factory, as elsewhere. Its presence
In a radium
sa.it a bromide or
chloride or sulphate Ls measured In
teras af activity. The radio-activ- e
sal la art obtained throughout a wide
rang
activity. Whole carloads of
raw aaaterial are gradually reduced,
by ranking and washing and boiling,
by uhl baths and crystaiization, until aa
that was once
diwanvaatttd throughout the carload
Is iatpriaonnd in a tiny lump of some-thia- g
worth a thousand times Its
!
is gold.
Maar OuunlriiH Contribute Material.
Tn factory draws its raw material
float all over tne world. it gets
pitclt-fclAafrom Sweden, Bohemia,
Canada and Colorado; thorianite from
Ceyloa, earnotite from Portugal and
Vtaa. All of tlu se belong to the uranium group. Uranium, being slightly
radto-- a Uvo, U commonly used as a
y
in
unit is measuring
other vabstances. Thus, after a load
of pitchblende has had Its first rough
trcm incut in the factory, crushing and
y
washing, Its
may
be
found to be lit or 60. Jlesides lis
product, tin- factory also derives
a g.iod part of lis profit from supplying the demand fur such little known
meUils as p'lionium, actinium, thorium wrul uranium, already mentioned.
llu complex is the system may be
gather, d from the fact that about five
ton? of various chemicals are used in
treating every ton of raw material.
!!
speuking. the process
Itself into this; The raw material contains sulphates of practically all the metals, Including sulphate
of radium, which is tile nifist difficult
of all in dissolve; the other sulphates
ruccuti'tt to Ihe long series of attack
to which the material is subjected and
the hi phate of radium remains.
radio-activit-

y

radio-activit-

radio-activit-

m

A

Very

i;ialxrat

Vroccns.

hoppers are the first part of
the f t.iry plant to attiact the visitor's Ui!itmn. These receive the carloads of mineral and pass It on to
crushers, which reduce rocks aril
lumps i, snort order to a fine powder.
Aft. r the crushing the powder U run
im.i a
tai, win re it gets a bath
of hydrochloric a id. This Is sufficient to dissolve most of the undesired
sulpruite In the material slid these are
drawn off with the add. There remains In the bottom of the vat a
muddy mass of res diuum. This contains the radium. The precious mud
Is washed with water, and then a
ftrong boiling solution of carbonate
of soda la poured in upon It. Workmen stand at the edge of the vat stir-rinthe mixture with long wooden
raddle. This part of the factory re- Hug.-

g-

Sria0.rMl

ur Linen Suits in all fashionable colors
regular value, $15.50 Our dJQ

k-IJJ-

minds one of a steam laundrv. Finally the liquid is again drawn off.
The same mass of unsightly mud, only
not quite so much of It now, still remains in the vat. It gets another copious bath of pure water.
The process has now reached Its
critical stage, for when the residue is
next treated, this time with diluted
hydrocholic acid, the radium has
arisen from Its base surroundings and
Is held
In
solution. The precious
fluid is drawn off and carefully filtered. After that It ls mixed with
sulphuric acid, which produces a precipitation. The solid matter thus sesulphate
cured is a radium-bearin- g
radio-activ- e
to fifty or sixty when the
finished product may have an index
of two million. At this stage, however, only twenty pounds of material
may be left to the original ton.
sulphate is
The radium-bearin- g
treated In turn to more hot and cold
baths of carbonate of soda, hydroacid,
chloric add and hydrobramlc
until a highly Impure bromide of radium ls produced. After that the
process passes from the shop, BO to
speak, to the laboratory, where, by a
series of crystallizations, bromides of
constantly increasing richness are obtained. It ls said that by the time the
crystals are at 1,000, that is, a thousand times more active than uranium,
the original ton of material has been
reduced to about one ounce. When
the ultimate two million degree has
been reached it would have required
more than a hundred original tons to
make an ounce.
l'oru or live Montlia to Produce lu
The radium experts in the factory
at Nogent are also kept busy with a
host of interesting experiments. The
process of producing radium bromide
ls not a rapid one four or five
months being necessary for the series
of baths and reactions Just described
so they have plenty of leisure on
of all
their hands. The radio-activisorts of material is being patiently Investigated. It was recently discovered that the waters of many curative springs in various parts of Europe, notably in Kohemia, are highly
radio-activIt Is now believed by
some scientists that these waters owe
their beneficent quality to the presence of radium. Just what the curative value of radium amounts to haa
not yet been definitely decided. Unfortunate guinea pigs are sacrificed
by the hundreds In the yue-s- t for the
ty

e.

truth.

One Investigator who had submitted

a number of the little animals to
treatment with radium told a correspondent that his results were thus

d
far limited to causing his
collaborators to lose their huir. A
recent report read before the French
Academy of Medicine, however, attested to the removal of birthmarks
through the application
of radium
emanations. The utility of radium In
the treatment of lupus and other cancerous disease is still a matter of
dispute.
Radium Itself remains as weird and
elusive as It was the day of Its discovery. Many eminent scientists are as
full of doubt about It as the unscientific visitor to the factory at Nugent
whether It is quality or substance,
matter or motion, electricity condensed or solidified sunlight. In the
meantime the quest goes on and
France has given birth to a new and
flourishing Industry.
four-foole-

Hair Dresser and OliiroixxINt.
Mrs. Bamtnrii, at ner panur apposite the Alvarado and next donr U
Sturge.-- ' cafe. Is prepared
to g.T
thorough scalp treatment,
do hMt
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Inh
gives
growing nails.
treatment and manicuring min
Bambini's own preparation of com
plenum cream builds up the skin an"
Improves the con.plexl m
and 1.
guaranteed not to be injurious. 8n
also prepare a hair tonic that eur
nd prevents dandruff and hair fa.!
Ing out; restores life to dea l hair
remoe moles, warts and superfliou
h itr.
Massage treatment by vmrar,,
machines. For any blemish of tht
face call and consult Mr llam Mm
Wlmopliig Counn.
"In February our daughter had the
whooping cough. Mr. Lane, of Hart-lanrecommended Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy and said It gave hla
customers the best of satisfaction. Wa
found It as he sail, and can recommend It to anyone having children
troubled with whooping cough." says
Mrs. A. floss, of Durani, Mich.
For
sale by all druggists.
d,

TORE HIS

SITS

A

NOW H

price for today's special

SPANISH WAR

----

ipOT'O

----

NO ALTERATIONS DURING THIS SALE

Big Variety of Silk Petticoats

HERO FIGHTS

REVENGE

Silk

in the guaranteed Taffetas in all, colors and styles-So- me
$35.00 skirts at $12.50, $10.00, $8.48, $5.98 and $4.48.

FORJIFE

Congressman Moore Intro- George Gaunt. Once a Spy In
duces Bill to Regulate
Employ of Uncle Sam. Now
In Sanitarium Here.
Laundries.
Washington,
May
2S.
Ills hair turning gray from the
James
Hampton Moore, a member of the dangers he has faced and his body
House from Philadelphia,
who ls wrecked by the great white plague,
known for the expensive dinners at contracted In the torrid swamps of
which he has entertained his friends
George (Jaunt, once a daring,
in and out of Congress, demands that Cuba,
dashing, fighting, soldier in the emthe government regulate laundries.
ploy of the secret service of his counMr. Moore has a personal grievance try during the Spanish-America- n
war.
against the laundrymen of Washing- t R flLrhtififf a hunlu, flvhl than
ill
ton. They have torn his shirts and j that have gone before, in a sontast
other things because they do not ' wun ueatn, at et. josepn s sanitarium
know their business. Hence a bill in this city.
introduced by the Philadelphian.
It
Of all the interesting inmates of the
imposes a tax on laundries and pro- big tuberculosis annex of
at. Joseph's
hibits the use of "all acids and violent hospital, George Oaunt, compels the
machinery In the laundering
of most Interest.
clothes." In telling why he Introduced
Despite the fact that his body Is
the bill he said:
emaciated from tuberculosis, there
"If the laundrymen continue to do ls still the soldier In his figure
as they have done we might as well and his face Is so brave and strong
hand over our linen to the bulldog as to at once command attention.
and the blllygoat. My bill provides for
Once, he stood before a .Spanish
a plan of systematic inspection of court martial and heard his death
laundries and Imposes a fine of $100 sentence read, as a py of the Amerl-- i
for every violation of the bill. As can government. Guam likes to tell
matters now are In Washington, a ' the story now, but only as a story of
man teiihds a shirt to the laundry a close call, not as a boast. He talks
and It is sent back to him as frayed Interestingly of his experiences and of
as a flag which has been whipped by his hair breadth escapes and he Is a
the breeze. This is all wrong."
popular patient with all In his ward
Most of the time he was in active
Mr. Moore went on to explain that
a really good shirt should withstand service, Gaunt was in Cuba. It was
more than one assault from the vio- his hazardous duty, to spy upon the
lent machinery ordinarily
used In movements of the Spanish troops and
luundrles. He described himself as report his observations to his superior
being Intensely grieved because the officers. It was upon one of his trips
merciless teeth of the cleansing ma- Into the Spanish lines, that he was
chines rend and rip the garments that captured by a squad of (Spanish solare put through them. He Intends to diers. He was tried by court martial
do everything In his power to see that and sentenced to be shot. A German
officer with whom he made friends.
the bill ls passed.
arranged for his escape and Gaunt
Mr. John Rlha of Vlnlng. vs., aayr reached the American lines, after days
"I have been selling DeWltt's Kldna? of hiding in the swamps and woods of
and Bladder Pills for about a ?aai the Island.
He w as again sent among the Spanand they give better satisfaction thar
any pill I ever sold." Sold by J. B ish soldiers and during a skirmish, he
was captured.
The Spaniards threw
O'RIelly Co.
him into prison and for forty-eighours, he had no fond nor water. lie
was then taken out and compelled
to work on the fortifications about
Santiago, tn an effort to make his escape with information in his possession, he was captured and again
thrown Into a dunge n In the famous
old Spanish fort ami would have been
shot had not the battle of Santiago,
favored the Americans and restored
him to liberty.
The hardships he had undergone,
however, wrecked his fine physique
and he returned to the United States
only to face death frum tuberculosis.
lje is now at St. Joseph's sanitarThere's Class
ium and he expects to recover. The
fire of battle ls sti.l in his eyes anil
he Is still fighting hut It is a fight
with all the glory i.f guns and flag
left out. Hut George Gaunt ls fighting It. Just as brav. v as he fought a
different fight In Cul.a.
I
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DECLINES

GENERAL
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$

"OLD RELIABLE."

L.

SIOCK MARKET

Ho-c'lv-

Carrie

:

t

the largest and Moat Lxcluilve Stock of StapU Orecerles la
the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE!.

BUILDERS'

CO.

AT.TTTrtTTmrTTi

i

m

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

AND

Native and Chicago Lumber. SherwIn-WUllam- s
Paint Nob Be4
wr. Uulldlng fairr, Planter, IJme, Oment, Glass, Sash, Doors, Kto
Etc., Etc.

J.

C.

BALDRIDCE

423 South First

Lightning

S

jJi

Hea-rain-

Futrelle Furniture

ESTABLISHED 1171.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

Kannas City. May 28. Supplies of
cattle were smaller at all the markets
last week, but trade was disappointing, and declines were general, except
on stockers and feeders, which advanced 25 cents from the low close
of the previous week. Killing grades
lost 10 to 40 cents, with the market
very uneven from day to day. Run
today ls only 5,000 head here, and
light at other points, and the market
U strong to 15 cents higher. Range
offerings are limited today, but Include a train of Arizona cattle which
embraced stock steers at $4.40 to
$4.60, killing steers $5.15, cows and
heifers at $3.75 to $4.55. Hay fed
steers from the west are worth $5.25
to $5.96 today, top native steers $6.95.
best veala $6.00, and stockers and
feeders from $3.50 to $5.40. Texas
cattle are moving to market rapidly
now, and northern packers are buying them by the tralnload at Fort
Worth, which Is an adverse circumstance toward the market for fed cai
tie at the northern markets.
and numerous washouts in Oklahoma and Texas the last two days
have Interfered with movement of
stork from these sections and will
likely restrict the supply the balance
of this week.
Sheep and lnmbs received the severest cut of the season last week,
muttons declining around $1 per cwt.
and lambs about 60 cents lower.
Heavy runs at all points was the
cause, together with smaller demand
from retailers. The supply today ls
7,500 head, about half the run of last
Monday, and receipts will likely be
small balance of this week, as fewer
are In sight at the various railroad
feeding stations en route to market.
The market Is 10c higher today,
wooled lambs worth $6.10 to $6.60,
clipped lambs $5.60 to $6.00. Texas
muttons $4.00 to $4.25, feeding sheep
$3.60 to $4 00, goats $3.10 to $3.50.

est.

g. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

Trading Wo DlHiippolntliifr All Last
Wwk Sliwp and IjhiiiIm
8ovorc.t Decline.

We have the finest assortment o?
Iron beds In the city. Prices the low

I

0

fcpy

Hay Presses
Get

ri

Ready-Wr- ite

PEERING and WALTER A. WOOD

for Catalog

MOM

We are the Farm Machinery People and sell
a Garden Hoe to a Threshing Machine
every-thinglfro-

J

J. Korber

Tme Ferst

m

& Co. sLNs,',,

National Bank.
OF

IblatzI

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

MILWAUKEE

Every bottle bearing V
w the familiar triangular 1
label and every class
that's drawn from a Blatz
keg is full of character.

FOR

TWO

Sojlle & Ia l:n t ri. dealers In house
sucfuriiishingji nf uli
cessors to Jim. l;rratlai! and Company, and still il' .: nullifies at the
old reliable gtanJ. 11? VVeut Gold
poods at remarka
avenue, will
ably lo price fur tne next ten days,
beginning Monday, May the 18th, and
lusting until SatunJ iy. May the 30th.
Kenton 1 Tu reduce our stock,
y large to carry
which Is unnw'1'.-.-a- :
Reason I To
through the
better advertise e.ir business. And
will say In the w.iy of parenthesis,
that we do hau:u i for the public.
Phone No. 422.
n-

MVther

from Keg or Bottle
the "Cream of Quality" is a
iilalz promise. Just ask for
"Blatz" and ee that you get it
KTr.KN-St'llIiON-

Wholesale,

&

S

pettier,

813

(Viitrul Ave. I'iione
j-- .-

et

142.

jivJalai

'mi

i

lj

DEPOSITORY A. T. & S. F. RAILROAD CO.

Report of Condition May 14th, 1908

I

i

.,

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

REASONS

Subscribe for Th

Cltlaea.

LIABILITIES

RESOURCES
Ijii.hh

anl Discounts,

Koouritie and Ileal Kitato
(iiivernmeut Bonds
$'kfri,(H.ii
Canti on Kami and in
.
.
ll.ink-- t
O'.Sl.mti'j
CASH RKSOL'IICKS
TOTALS
lliiinl-i- ,

Sl.CK.ns.rj
H'J.S.'IC.yS

Capital
and Frofit
Circulation

Kiirplu

nicrosrrs
1,237,4TU(9

TOTALS

)

3)0,000.00
C2.5U1.91

200,000.00
3,490,798.67

MQK

pcxxxxxxnocxxioocxxocoooc

ii

o

Biitfernut Bread I

i

t

Kothen-bcrg-Schlo-

s

l

lln-rrc-

597 j

Phone

202 East Central

Montoya.

flgred 6
and Hoy Klue

n

drill,

and six boys.
.."The Mermaid Evening Kong'
Klolsa Montoya.
The Blue on'1 tne f?ray
Prill
boys and girls,
p.y twenty-thre- e
including Lincoln's Gettysburg
address by Louis Anaya. aged 10.
"School Pays"
Duet
Tereoita Garcia, Delfina Montoya
Eight Girls
Sunflower drill
School
Song

part

Piirnnes School.
Vacation Time, Ten boys and girls
(From Miss Keleher's Koom.)
Rec, "What Hetty Thinks of Hobby"
10 RAISE FUNDS
Anna Tobacco.
Koom.)
Keleher's
Miss
(From
Put up bv Chase A Sanborn in a neat "Squirrel Song"
Ten Girls
(Hoth rooms.)
half jsjund packape, called : : :
of the Little Jap"
lite, "The Jungle Garcia
Ma
The directors of the Albuquerque
(From Miss Keleher's Itoom.)
Ten Little Girls Commercial ciub yesterday afternoon
BLEND Paisy Piece
at a meeting held In the club build(Both rooms.)
ing appointed committees to raise
funds to pay for a site for the pro
s (ll Alhinnierqiio School.
lnrt
Gloomy Apodaca posed Presbyterian sanitarium and to
This is aTea that w ill suit you. Don't Oration
Flag," by the School consider the purchase of a site for a
take our word for it but try a can Song. "Our"What
Pid They Teach house or detention for Albuquerque s
Recitation.
bad boys. The club directors also
the Little
took under consideration the providCardenas.
sanitarium
Dialogue. "Vacation" by F.lght Pupils ing of a site for a D.private
U. Shortle, re
by Dr.
Iter., "Who Is Afraid of the Dark?" proposed Chicago.
cently of
Willie Arias.
Rev. Hugh A. Cooper, pastor or we
Py sin of the school
rrin
First Presbyterian church of this city,
Mistakes"
"Mortifying
Recitation
PHONE 72
acting for the Presbyterian synod, apFreeda Walker.
peared before the directors and said
pupns
"The Miller," Six
Plaloeue.
hud agreed upon a
"Rabies and Kittens that the
Recitation
site for their institution on the south
Marilllta Cardenas.
Central avenue near what is
noooonooof nm xvririnrrriocxYYj Recitation
"Hen's btraw nat side of as
the Urockmeyer property.
known
RazIHo Lucero.
property can be purchased for
.
"One and Two" The
Recitation
Rev. Coper said that this
$2,000.
Ella Albers.
piece of ground would be large
"The Sick Doll' enough for the first building of the
Dialogue '
'Three Pupils
Institution. Other buildings would be
Address. By Mr. J. E. Clark, Terrl built on tne mesa should they be
In
of
Public
Superintendent
trial
of the
needed. President Hrooks,
struction.
club, appointed a committee to raise
Cor. Second and Lead
Ba- and
San
Jose
program
for
The
funds for the purchase of the site
rebm districts wilt be published to chosen as follows: Dr. W. G. Hope,
morrow.
lighthouse Keeper
W. H. Hahn. R. VV. D. Kryan, Hug"
A. Cooper, C. K. Lukens, A. H.
Neighbors Who IJorrow
J. .S. Raynolds, E. W. pobson,
Pirates
MARKETS
TELEGRAPHIC
A. E. Walker, D. A. Macpherson, P.
"Dreaming"
G. Cornish, D. S. Kosenwald, F. K.
"Strolling llonie Willi Jennie"
Schwentker. A B. McGaffey, A. J. AlSt. Louis Wool.
ger, E. L. Washburn, E. S. Parker, J.
St. Louis, May 2tt. Wool dull, uil A. Hubbs, F. H. Kent, K. S. Stover.
Continuous Performance
changed.
E. L. Medler, J. H. O'Rielly and Dr.
L. II. Chamberlln were selected as a
Every Evening, Starting
Speller.
of three to work
Spelter weak. special committee
St. Louis, May
with Dr. C. E. Lukens, superintendent
ii 4.4i.
of the Children's Home society, in
providing a site for a home for the
Money Market.
Money on call bad boys of Albuquerque.
NeW York. May 2S.
Program
of
Change
Entire
per cent; prime mereasy,
'2'il-l OF Til WKS.
cantile paper, 3 4 i! 4.
Sundays and Thursdays
undersigned widow and Inti
The
The Melals.
of the late Tomas '. Mon
.May 2S.
Lead dull, mate friend
New York,
attorney at law of Albuquerque
' ; iake copper easy. t.'.va.
4.3
$4.32
N. M., desire to thank the number
10
12
i 12 "c; silver, 62To.
of the liar and other friends of the deceased in this city for the assistance
tXXXXX)CXXXXXXXX)OOCXXXXXXXX)
Chicago, May 2S. Cattle Receipt
in
nbout 3,ntil; ftrong; beeves, $4,754' and sympathy given the family
rxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxjo
7.30; Texans, $4.60 5. 6D; westerns, their hour of distress, and for which
$4.iu4i 5. To; stockeis and feeders, we feel very grateful.
8
Very respectfully,
$3.504i 4. Do; cows and heifers, $2.30
MKLINDA N. DK MONTOYA.
ti 6.10; calves, $4.75(tf6 25.
MODESTO ORTIZ.
11,000;
about
Sheep Receipts
steady; westerns, $3,6045.20; yearDeWiti a Little Early Misers are
$5.5046.25; lambs, $4.00 4j 6.70;
The
j lings.
small, safe, sure and gentle little pills.
'
western lambs, $4,504 6.75.
sold by J. II. O'Rielly Co.
(ruin anil Provisions.
New Location 208 8. Second SL
Chicago, May 28. Wheat May.
AU the Sew Magazine.
I1M; July, 90V4to0Hc.
Corn May, 82Vt.c; July, 67 c.
Navel Orange, I'M siic, 10
oats May, 66c; July, 45 c.
cents a dozen.
Pork May. $13.6541 13.67 Vi , July,
Matthew's Ice CrHM.
$13.65 41 13.67 4.
Ice Cream Sm1:i ami Sun J u s.
Laid May, $8.40; July, $8,474.
Ribs -- May, $7.30; July, $7.37'i2

EMPERORS'

Hoys-Franci-

MALOY'S

Aerdome
THEATER

n,

cents

DEAHL BROS.

..F. II. STRONG.

ss

SECOND AND COPPER

STKONO II LOCK

I

ntototocoaototoaotoaoaoaofoto

?MiSi2i Refrigerators
FOR 1908
r
system of refrigeration and most
Finest automatic
reliable, practical, medium priced refrigerators on the market
dry-ai-

j

Quality Store"

The Latest

Triple
UMotion

Everything in the Hardware Line.
Farm Implements of All Descriptions.
General Agents Studebaker Vehicles.

ROLLER SKATES
ALL SIZES.

JUST RECEIVED.

New
Were

XXXXXXXXXXXXXJCX

OCXXKXXXXXX

York

.New

South Second Street

York.

clti.-in-

g

exchange i mI.,
Ania.gamated Copper

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

Valued Same as Gold.
an a merchant of Cedar
View, Miss., says: "I tell my customers when they buy a box of Dr. King's
New Life Pills they get the worth of
that much gold In weight If afflicted
with constltpatlon, malaria or biliousness." Sold under guarantee at ali
ragflsta. lie
B. G. Stew

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
SiONTEZllftlA TRUST CO.

ROPY DISINTKKKF.P.
of Pr. C. K. Kelhl, who
The
died here eighteen months ago, were
by Frank Strong,
disinterred
the undertaker, and will be shipped
on train No. 8 to ChMtham,
Can., the home of the deceased.
When your rood seems to nsusest.
take Kodol. Take Kodol now and tin
til you know you are right again
There Isn't any doubt about what V
will do and you will And the truth n'
this statement verified after you housed Kodol for a few weeks. It Is aol
here by J. H O'Rielly Co
s

to-d-

W. L. TRlWBLF & CC
MVKMY. SALE. VKKIt AND
TK.VXSI TK STABI.KS

Horses and Mules Rough' snd f
on an fed.
PEST TOUrtVOHTS IN THK CI
Second S'reet between Central
venue
Coppe'

Ni

1

dally.

H.

15.

0.

JOHN BORRADAILE
s
Real Estate anil
Rents of City Really
Office, CorniT Third unl Gold Ave.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Phone 5 IS
liive-diiient-

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

Thus.

Keleher

H.

DlJVOKj READY I AIM
One Gallon ocr noo Square P
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ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Corner G:ld Ave. and 1st St.
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have opened an ftlce at Suwaru-e- ,
N M , for 10.
Ui pose ot
aiding land s. . kei in locat ng
t land en- hoinstead-- s and d
I
ha ve cor y.inces liid
tries
iw patrons
urn prepaid! to
ov.-the landd at u y tune. Can
furul.--h
ail iit.irin hi coiueru-- r
all kinds,
Ing Idno cntii.s
services via
Wire ie.U--ti. F. P ;. K.
Lacuna. Ag ..t (
K. J. ilAKMON.
Unls.
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Civil Eiiii ner; ' tinty Surveyor
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We make them all Styles and Sizes

i.

pig.

:

wethers.
'.t

ill

-i

hlgh-i-

heavy,
butchers.
i

$

4.4.1;

.ng:
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i

fed
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you have not seen thein call us up, ami
ue will be I'l.itl to show how thev work.
If

!IO II

K.

K.ui

.

!

O

I

T

N

GIVE US A CHANCE

ll('lll!l
l

IN l

To figure on tht Dill of lumner.
Our lumber comes from our owa
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico
dry spruce
of
A large stock
dimension on hand. Why not buy
cheap T
the best when !t Is Jus!
It nlll pay you to luok tnro this.

ot S I'lllllOIHIANCK
H.

K.I IT, SI'AKTINti

Prices

10

H. S. LITHGOW
Rubber Stamp Maker

Bookbinder

J2

West Cold Ave.

Phone 924

STABLE

Wtst Silver Avenue

311-31- 3

Albuquerque, N. M.

AT

RIO

and 20 cts.

GRANDE L'JMStH

Phone 8.

CO.

Cor. 3rd and Marqoetti

fa.t.i

Genuine American Block
$6.50 per Ton
Handscreened Cerrillos Lump
$6.50 per ton
Quality

and Quantity Guaranteed

WOOD
TELKPHONE

I

W. H. HAHN & CO,

J.K..

. KY N's II VI ?
of AlbiLiuerijue Id.si a
go.. i. at ;it the Knignts ..f I 'oliimlms
co i'. ni .hi in ilr.s ity. marked Kindle a uiid ol.'.iin. .1 a b.it in i' pla. e
F. II
if the person
niai Ke i T 'l'
w iio
lias Mr. Kjon's hat will forward
' to him
ia.e of the Am' icun l.um-l- .
roinpni:;. ,n Albti'iuc jue, he will
re. t ,e his ow n hat in exchange.
La, Vega optic.
W

V'.

Saves time making out statement .it end of month.
Statement account always read fur the customer.
Copy of statement is retained tor itl. irttce in binder.

hern

cows,
eders.

I

LIVERY AND BOARDING

TELEPHONE 57

SOM.S.
IKATI
e
Matinee cery iillcriKHin.
souvenir inuiuiees Tuewluy
ami I rlilav al'lerutMuis; adinlsnioii
lit vvui and a somenlr wiiluml
prize
exlru - lmrge. Children's
inaiind- every Saiurday; 10 tvuls
wiili u gilt thrown in.
AND H.I.I
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Cattle

$250,000

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

LAIIT

IIH'U.

i

I

Capital ana
Surplus

United States
Depository

Crystal Theater

arc nursing a good thing
"oti .t'c not usiii" tlu

-

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Duplicate Statement System
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First National
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SAVINGS

fs

Room 12

l4ntl

YOU

To know how many housewives buy
their cakes, pies, dainties, etc., from
of baking them themus instead
They tell us it's cheaper and
selves.
more convenient to get them here,
when they can have such good bake-stufas we turn out every day Just
try us once on your dessert an you i.
he a steady customer, We oak- - fresh

DENTISTS

Klo Grande Valley

S1RPRISE

WOVLD

207 South First

N. T. Armijo Bldg

W MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

Pioneer Bakery,

D

Mr. Retail Merchant,

.

ft

t

KKK'ks.
28.

Following
quotations on the Mock
May

1

White Mountain Ice Cream Freezers

Lh-(li-

206

White Frost

Come to our store and let us show you the very latest and
without doubt the most elegant, serviceable, economical and
sanitary Automatic Refrigerator on the market.
All sizes. Trices right.

Two Ameri-

Mexico City. May 28.

SAY,

-

White Frost

cans ami one Englishman were killed
by bandits near Coachinla, one of the
mining camps or the Greene Copper
company, near Dolores, Chihuahua.
of the case was received
The
by the Rrltlsh consul In this city yesterday, but no detail were given.

AT 8 O'CLOCK

Admission

HR1NO TIIK 3JAIJV ALONG

-

......

For Iced Tea We Have a
SPECIAL BLEND

FULTON'S GO CARTS

1

Solo

MALOY'S

A NEW LOT OF

t

girls

xix

ims.

JUST RECEIVED

tmiia

-

f

French Bakery

A1JOUT TOWN

CONGRESS

The hot weather lias brought ballumlxome TrophJcs Will lie (ilven nanas down to IS cents a dozen.
of
Machine
Number
itiul
banks will bo
All Alhuouerouo
.Mil' OHiipcWN
closed all day Saturday. Decoration
A series of automobile races may be day.
a feature of the Sixteenth National'
Mrs. J. W. Prest.l Is reported quite
Irrigation congress, which convenes seriously ill at her home, 215 West
Secretary Murquette avenue.
In this city September 27.
Herbert Hrook.s. of the New Mexico
A consignment of watermelons, the
Automobile club, this morning re- first of the season to anlve In Albuceived a communication from Col. W. querque, was distributed among the
S. Hopewell, chairman of the- board grocer
this afternoon.
of eon:rol of the congress, asking the
day filling on Saiurday
Decoration
securing
in
tro.
club
of
the
assistance
year,
merchants have decided
this
the
races.
the
for
arranging
pbles and
keep
places of business open
to
their
Hopewell's
Col.
received
Mr. Hrooks
day.
all
bemorning
and
communication this
David S. Kosenwald, of the
fore noon he had the promise of a
Cigar company, arrived
silver cup from the ltoo Motor Car
company, the offer being made by C. this morning from Sliver City and left
for the again for Lamy, where he met his
M. Harb.r. local sales ag'-ncompany. The promise of auto races mother, who also returned this mornhas caused a ve'.y Intcrtt among ing from Denver, Colo.
The Modern Itrolherhood of Amer
local enthusiasts.
Secretary lirooks of the New Mex- ica society will meet Monday night,
ico Auto club, said tlii afternoon that June 1, at Red men's hull, w ith Mr.
he believed that several manufactur- W. T. Pogup, state manager for New
present.
All
ers could be- Indued to give trophies Mexico and Arizona.
for a meet here and some of them members are requested to be present,
new members
might send machines here to take as there are twenty-tw- o
part. One or two might be Induced to to be taken In, making a total of
give a machine as a prize for some of 158 In two month., after which will
Ed- -'
follow a grand entertainment.
the contests.
The engineering of the meet. It Is g..r Park, Deputy.
believed, will be left to the New Mexico Auto club, ns the organization
BANOU!
would have more weight nnd probably MEXICAN
better success In dealing with the
manufacturers of machines than an
KIEL AMERICANS
Individual.

h.liornlp Kxcrclscs Murk the 4 losing
ir Public Schools.
!:
s The Mesa district school, the PuAND
rsue school and the school of Old
:
Look lor the Label
Albuquerque will hold Joint exercises
Aat the puhllc school house in Oh! very
lbuquerque Friday afternoon, nnd
elaborate programs have been pre!j
pared for the occasion.
The teachers In the Mesa district
are Mr. OConncr Koherts and Miss
I'urnnw
Isabel Connelly; In the
I
Every Morning at 7
Kcle-he- r
school they are Miss Margaret
P
the old
O'clock.
J
and Miss Anna Allen; in
town school Miss K'lva McCrcedy.
Miss Ona Schupp and Miss Dolores
Armijo.
j TBY OUR CREAM
PUFFS
Teh program by the childrenarefrom
a
school districts
the varl-ufollows:
l,rl 1 Mean Plislrlil Sch.sd.
Oreeting song, school, lod by Delfina
I

Hot Rolls

BIG

FOR

PROGRAM

SCHOOL

hat e,

FEATURE

AUTO RACES

OLD ALBUQUERQUE

insist on

.

Tin nnAT,

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

FOTTR.

"FOR

CASH ONLY"

P.MATTEUCCI
MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND
CHILDREN'S SHOES....
lino Kcalrinff A Specialty.
IOS NORTH FIRST STRUT

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
of Fresh anil Salt M
Steam Sausage Factory.
KMIL KLIENWOKT
Masonic Kuil.ilng. North Third Btrs

All Kind

Highland Livery

.

Black Cat stockings far men, women and children. The beat wearing,
nicest looking and most perfect fitKVMUKOOK I1KOS.
11
Doctor Nacamull will be back from ting hosiery on the market. Color, Phone 6V6.
John 81
Bex
Europe In September and will be at white, tan or black. Prices run from
horaee a specialty.
Saddle
at
his oftlce In the N. T. Armijo building 11 V4 to (0c. C. May's shos store, 114 drivers In the city. Proprietor
wagoau
"adie.M tbe plenle
West Central avenue.
about September 15, ItOS.

TIICTl&OAY,

ALBrpt

MAY 88, 1&08.

Don't fail to

see our line of

Folding
GO CARTS
both in Wicker and Leather
The Alwin & Haywood Lines

BURIED TREASURE

QUE CITIZEN

PAGE

DUG

Cash Discount

Kir

UP BY POLICE LAST

NIGHT

For making
quickly and perfectly.
delicious hot biscuits, hot

OF

20 Off

breads, cake and pastry
there is no substitute for

Simon and Gang of Bad Boys
Planted Eight Dollars 'for
Future Reference.

on all Oak,
Maple Dressers
and
Chiffoniers.

Nothing too good
for the baby

The police of Albuquerque- yesterday
went upon a "burled treasure" hunt,
We have a full line of these buggies. Prices
and not without ucciv, ince it rerunning from
sulted in the digging up of eight silver
to
dollars, which hud been buried in a
See Our Window Display Thla Week
aecluded spot un Noi th Third street,
bj a nar.y of the bad boys, ho have
west End viaduct
been taking up most of the time of
lutely.
Craig
Judge
Police
)
Through the testiniuny of the little
Lototi boy, iu police court yesterday,
ll developed thatwtiilo Freu Luna an J
Geuige Ward sold several stolen sacks
to the firm of Toll and Uradi for the
ol
the irrepressible Sisum of 20
mon Monti agun entered
the store
YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE
through the rear door and touched
No
the 'Uir for a 10 bill.
Simon secured ten big silver dollars
Those caring for health must avoid alum powders.
fur lite bill, and the "gang" of youlh.
Alum u a sharp, poisonous, mineral acid
lul udventurers enjoyed an entire afOf New Mexico and Arizona,
2.
ternoon spending
When the
Study tbe label. Bay only where
shades of night settled down, the
cream of tartar is
boys selected a hiding place and careIt is a home industry.
fully buried Die remaining JS In a
named.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to promanner approved by every dime novel
mote local enterprises.
ever published. The money waa seIt wrote more business the first year than was expected.
cure until L..itoti, fearing incarcera
tion with the rest of the "gang," unIt has paid all of its obligations.
willingly "peached." and the police,
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
after considerable search, recovered!
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of the burled treasure.
This was the only part of the perNew York, the most exacting ever enacted.
formance that did not Jibe with the
several streets and around the park.
dime novel. According to all prece- COMMENCEMENT
For the occasion It
expected and
AT
J. H. O'Rielly,
Joshua S. Raynolds,
robbers should
dent, the youthful
requested that all residences and busl-- i
President.
Sec'y and Gen. Mgr.
have been allowed to recover the
ness places between the old and new
money at midnight some stormy night
town and around the plaza and viLOCAL INDIAN
cinity will be decorated. It Is also reand after mounting their Arabian
quested by the committee in charge
steeds, gallop away beyond all pursuit.
But even "Diamond Dick" hid his
that during the procession visitors In
vehicles will so locate themselves as
.troubles and so had little Sion and
SCHOOL
to leave the streets through which
his "gang."
&
the procession passes free from obJudge Craig has tturned the boys'
struction.
department of his police court Into a
COPPER andJlMRD?
We hereby take occasion to tender
juvenili- - school of correction and has
ordered all the bad little boys with Presentation of Diplomas will a most cordial Invitation to all our
Imported and Domestic Groceries and Liquors
neighbors in the outlying towns and
police records to report to him there
Take Place Tonlght-Fle- ld
city of Albuquerque to honor us with
each morning, under threat of arret
their presence on the occasion.
and Imprisonment In the county Jail.
Day Results Yesterday.
Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
Very Respectfully,
When Judge Craig oponed court
NESTOR MONTOYA,
Gias or Gailon Beer by the Bottle or Case, Family
this morning, six youngsters with
THOMAS WEItXEU,
dirty
faces sat on the mourner's
Trade Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed.
The commencement exercises of the
MAXIMO SANC1IKS.
bench. There were several familiar, L'ulted Mates Indian school will be
Committee in Charge.
faces among ihem, hut only one new held tonight at the school, and the folCall, Phone or Send for Solicitor
Phone 1029 4 charge.
lowing program will be fiven:
For 200 years or more San Felipe
It developed last night that Simon L'tusg Address. .lion. T. N. Wllkerson Pay
"i
has been a great feast day for the
Montmgm was not the leader In the' Grand Selection, "Norma" ( Wal- people of Old Albuquerque. It Is celeraid on the 1'utney wholesale house
siou)
School Orchestra brated annually with pomp and paSunday. Mickey Dood, who Is quite; Invocation
ltcv. iiugh Cooper triotism, people coming from all over
as celebrated as Simon, had charge of Chorus, "The ltevel of the Leave."
the territory to take part In the fesoperation. upon that occasion, and It Clarinet solo, "Mo N'orinandie" (H.
tivities. The celebration Is In honor
who
Jiicky
.
climbed
. Mr.
Lazarus)
whs the Invincible
Fleming Lavander of the patron saint of the old church.
For Information concerning any of the places adver-tise- d
low,
followed
through
win.
yuart.t.
the narrow
In this column and for descriptive literature,
The old town always puts on gala atby the Lototi boy and secured sev- l'rescnratton of diploma by supercall at The Ckizen office or write to the Advertising
tire, and the people appear at their
'
intendent.
eral books and some curlrldges.
Manager, Albuquerque Citizen. Albuquerque, N. M.
best. In recent years since the buildThe plunder has been recovered by Chorus, "Fairy Land Waltz."
ing of the new town many city people
the police, although the boys had a Music, "The Sword of Terrora" (F.
have visited Old Albuquerque to witHullard)
:l
School Orchestra ness the ancient ceremonies. The pa"cache" where It was stored. The
The field day exercises were held rade, which usually occurs In the aftboy Is only seven and a half years
Refurnished
old. hut he is not lacking in nerve yesterday afternoon and the boys conRemodeled
ernoon, ig composed of the priests and
w hen It cnmwi to doing his share.
tested with ahotput, broad Jump, hJgn brothers and members of the conJump
and the companies in the race gregation of the church, including
When the I.otdl hoy was called
When in Los Angeles stop at the
before the judie this morning he was of lou yards.
many littM- children, and la a resplenIn the shotput, thiuvslng a weight dent display of colors but solemn In
so snvill that hi head iid not appear
above the desk. 11,. looke I the offi- of IS pounds, iialie Spencer 41 feet; thought and purpose.
cers f
in ;lie eye. and told a Soi U.'iiay 40 feet 11 Indies.
Hroad Jump:
Hahe Spencer 17
straight story. He said he did not
JOHN C. ALTHOUSE
aspire to follow Simon Montragon feel; Felipe Toildo 16 feet 11 luetic. PICKARD AND BARTH
High Jump: Hubert Jamea 4 feet
168 N. Main St., Los Angeles, Cal. and his two partners to a cell In the 7 Inches;
r.ahe Spencer, 4 feet 6 inchcounty Jail, and caused the Judge to
ed.
given
suggested
If
when
Will FIGHT IT OUT
smile
he
tha:
From S. P. Depot take EUROPEAN PLAN SOc UP
In the company races five boys
time he would pay his fine. Judge
lirnnklvn Ave. I'ars;
Craig d.smissed the youngster with i from each company entered the conRestaurant Connrctrd
from Salt Luke ami
The races resulted as follows:
severe lecture and an order to report test.
Pool mid llllllard Tournament NarSimla Kt I)i NiK take
Co. U Felix (joiuei, 14 seconds.
again Saturday morning.
j
First St. chin in Main, Special Rates by tht Nrck
rowed !mii l Two riavers
Co. C Charlie Wood, 14 seconds.
among'
Two other "old offenders"
then one block north.
or Montn
Co. H Alex Shalai i, 11 seconds.
Whin- - IOM (hit I list Mght.
the boys reported to the 'our: this! Co, A- lialte Spencer. u seconds.
morning. One said he had remained
Tluve games wtu'u fohowed by a
The Commercial Tool anil Milliard
Ht home since his last appearance
in' military
dii.l iu which five compan- tournament is gradually coming to a
court and Ivad materially assisted his ies of boy
a and thr.'e companies of
mother w ith her household duties, j girls participated, and the band fur- close and last evenings game of pool
the number of conteslunU
Another said he had closed his eyes nished the music. After going througn brought
dov n to two, Messra. Samuel
and bent a hasty re reat whenever he' their maneuvers the entire pupil body, and
Sidney Harlh who will play the
Transient Meals. J3c
looked led by the band, followed by the color
siiw another hoy who even
final game which will decide as to
Regular Board, 93 per week
b;ol.
He s.ild he had reformed for! bearers with the flag, passed In rewho will receive the billiard cue, t lie
Kood and as proof the'eof he exlircakfiisi, Lunch ami Dinner mtvccI
view.
prize to be given. This final game
Cor. 5th St. and Central Ave.
a pair of
hibited
freshly'
wm.s
hind..
Following
a band concert of will not be played until about TuesPHONE 47S
washed. The high waier mark was several selections, one of which wai day evening.
Just ahove the wrists.
Hotli hoytile "Indian War Imnce," set to
Iast evening's cvatlini was sprung
were orderd to report airain until baud music. In one part of this sevhen Sam I'll ka
defeat, d Will
was
ure '.heir conversion lect. on members of the band Joined White by a score ,f lmi to ;.!. White
the court
was complete.
In giving the war whoop and a gun played a very poor game
was not
Another hoy tried to look at th was fired several times. The pupils In trim wine 1'lckatd and
pl.iy.d
the
s
court over a row of seven beer
seemed to enjoy this selection with game of hia life.
lined up on the Judge's desk.
Ma the war whoop and
the shooting,
game.
a
o
t
I
were
There
billiards
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
admitted tha; he had "found" the which seemed to pleasantly remind played, the first between 11. Ii. Weil-le- r
tokn by the "gang" from th them of old time.
and T. N. Wllkerson in which
A number of visitors from the city game
Kuntz storehouse and had taken It t )
Wllkerson waa tile valor, winT' I ORIGINAL
his home in "Dog Town." lie ai hi wire present, hiiI .Superintendent ning by two points.
Tills game
father scolded him for taking the' Hoss and a number of tin; Instructors makes Wilkinson high man but there
BATH HOUSES
beer and he adml ted that he didn't from the Men a u school also attended. are cix more games ol bill. aids yet
any use for It. but only took it
to be played ami tin rcsu U are still
Siac line trom licrnalillo have
because no one else had done so
ery uncertain. The second game of
to Jeinez Hot Sjiiti- - in
,L fc V
FIESTA DE SAN
billiard was played by Messrs. Howone day. Nta-rleave licrard Claike and Louts Ilf. Id In which
ii s iu:i:
with
nalillo Tik '.(lay A Saturday
m i;i.ou i:
latter won by sj pints. This
.ii i.i
DE FIERI the
game was also a sui prise to the crowd
Miss Klenor Hjber, the clever leadof club members gathered to witness
ing la.ly of the Arniin Stuck com
'
the tournament, a9 in the first part of
pany,
lias
been
some
connected
with
AT
SOLD
TICKETS
Imposing
remiules in Old Albu- the game Howard Clarke had CO to
of our well known tars. Three year
querque I'laiimtl lor This Year.
Louis lifeld's i but Clarke's
luck
ago he was und rstudy for Miss Julia
W. L. TRIMBLE'S
A. J. OTERO, Prop.
changed and the above wa the result.
Marlowe in ;,.!! (,f her Shakepereun
j
Tonight's
tournament
will consist
r pert. .ii.
All the preparation
Miss iluber Ls one of the
fur the time
cleverest actrt-.-sethis country ever honored and Imposing annual fiesta of only one game of billiards, which,
played
be
Louis
by
will
llfcid and
produc'd, ami has won much favor de San Felipe de Nci: at the old
for her clever acting. In LI Ta.su, town of Albuquerque
celebrated (leorge Stubbs, ami there ls quite u litspeculation
to
tle
as
the results. No
Texo', she was leading lady with the on Sunday, the 31st da of May, A. U.,
pool will be played tonight as there
famous Frank Leake Stock cuinoanv. 1!08, have been made and the celeonly
played,
be
the final to
the date
at the Texas Grand theater, and wa-- s bration will take place this year with ls
A. C. Bilicke
John S. Mitchell
LOS ANGELES
:he greatest favorite of any actresws unusual pomp and xpl ndor. On Sat- of which will be announced later.
r
a
now
being
mok
Plans for
are
that ever played in El Paso. Miss urday the 30. th. in the evening at
by the members of the club,
TWO NEW LEVATORS
llaber currits fifteen trunks of the 7.3'i p. m. solemn vc ju rs will be discussed
NEW FURNITURE
place
to
soon
tournaas
as the
take
must expensive and elaborate gowns, sung at the church an the following
0
NEW
NEW PLUMBING
some of which are tile very latest morning the day
ushered In ment cames to a close and the victorone
ious
are
known. The event promby the old
w.th salves of aiti
I'arisian models.
-- :n
Fifty Tccncd ik:iam
of iTiprovemciits made this seasoirfor the
will town battery, in ti.- - niurnlng at 9 ises to be a success.
company
Armln
Stock
The
or:
arid Safety of our (incuts.
C;rve:e:ce,
open Traction l'ark Casino on Sunday o'clock a. m. before
inn high mass
A Calif ornlan's faicfc.
nid will
the First Regiment
disnext, and have selected us their open
"The luckiest day or my life was
foi New Mexico
ing play the society eomely in three course music at th" old town park. when
I bought a box of Hucklen's Aracts entitled, "l'.eLause fche Loved I' m The plaza will b" b aat fully decoratnica Salve;" writes Charles F. fiudahn
All Klectric (Vr tc y tJniu:; kti Hiuli Kesorts stop at our door. Direct
ed
In
for
aftand
the
company
to
the
So."
remain
is
The
ears to and fron. il rwi
of Tracy, California. "Two JDc boxes
c.eccu. Tht Hollcibtck Cafe It more popular than ever.
summer, and w 11 present some ernoon previous to the Krand religious cured me of an annoying case of Itchof the very latest successes In a man- - process. on the ban. I will give a coning piles, which had troubled me for
ner n Mom u en by stock companies. cert and ihe children wl'.t make merry years and that yielded to no other
at the park to while away the time. treatment." Bold under guarantee at
In our buslne
Ttie rapid
The grand and solemn procession in all druggists.
Is due to gool work and fair treat- honor of San Felipe de N'eri will start
ment of our patrons, Jlubbs laundry from the portals of the old church at
Our work la ICKillT In every
Co.
4:30 p. m. and went Us way through
IfnldiH Ijiundry Co.
iiiiciil.

$22.00

$2.50

r

ooooooooooooc
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from grapes, pure cream ol tartar,
the most wholesome
all Irult acids
No alum
lime phosphates

--

Occidental Life Insurance Co.

t

Biggest Bargain Offered This Season

The active principle ol which Is derived

REASONS WHY

t

ft

RRFAM

AK!H g POWDER

Futrelle Furniture Co.

Montezuma Grocery

nVK '

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

ALBERT FABER
Cut Rate

UNDERWOOD

.

215

W. Centra lAvc

Plumber

H. COX, The

PLUMBING,

$75

TYPEWRITERS

Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange

HEATING, GAS AND STEAMF HTING

Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
Latest things in Knamel Hathroom Fixtures. . . .

Liquor Co.

I

JL

?

401 West Central Ave.

Phone 1020

CLAIRVOYANT -- De WUt T Courtney

The niONt eminent, accurate ami reliable Trance Clairvoyant In the
world I Mm HinmntMitly located In your city, and If jou arc Iu doubt or
trouble mil and net' liuti. lie given advice upon all affair of life
Ixve, Imw,
lMvorco, Mining. Heal lOntate and change of nil
klndi. One visit will convince you of the powers of this wonderful
man. mid Hint you can obtain tinpplnesH, contentment and Buooesa
lirougli following liin advice. 303
CCtitriil Avenue. Itoouis 5 and B.
Hours,
to 5.
Mui-riii(r-

HOTELS AND RESORTS

The McCormick Mower
Has been sold in this city continuously for the
last 20 years and where others have failed the
McCORMICK has proven satisfactory.

Lo-to-

U. S. HOTEL

It Is the Best

Strong in Construction: Light in Draft
So Simple that a Child Can Operate It.
Its first cost is no more than that of inferior
machines and the "keep-up- "
cost is very much
less. You can do your own repairing and can
always secure repairs at our store.

-

Hotel Delaney

American Plan

Pu-kar-

and the Simplest.

The McCormick Rakes
Are different trom others More Substantial
Don't buy until you have seen the

McCORMICK LINE

I

STONE HOTEL

hot-tie-

1

tit

!

Gft Our Illustrated Booklet and Prices
i

Raabe

& Wi&uget

NORTH FIRST STREET

7

1115-11-

anrl RnnrVi .nnnliae I

irv

--

I

jflIPE

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

I

'

C'c-.-f-

.

Headquarters

j
;

Ini-reus-?

Citizen Want Ads for Results
Tivifiinf

Rich Men

Colombo Theatre

K"t rich by saving their money. You;
can Hive money by buying your gro-- 1

cerleg and everything

416 NOUTII SKCOXD
I'hone 471.

needed, at our

Btore.

Cereal, pkg
Crwim of Wheat, pkg.

20c V
15c
10c
Seeded RalBins, lb
Prunes, 3 lbs
25c
3
. .
iikg.i. Social Teas
25c
15c
Canned OooMeberrlen
16c
Canned Grapes
funnel 1'lneapple, the bevt, 15c & 25c
25c
lilua Granite Waah llaaln
10c
Flour Slfiers
lieautlful Tan Oxforda
12.00
Beautiful Vicl Oxfords. $1.25 to $3.00
Girls' Oxfords
$1.25 to $2 60
Men's Shoe
$1.60 to $3.60 2
i

I'uHtu.--

Men's Work Punts

CASH

BUYERS'

$100

UN10

122 Nerlb Second

2

Mot ion

w.o
Illustrated Songs
i
Arden
Playmate
the Monument

KiKX-l-

I

iiellln

tiKXKK.U, ADMISSION 10c.
KKNKKVKI) SKATS U(V.

Mutin$,

3. p. m. Vednesday,
urday, Sunday.

CVCNINGS

8--

VM.

DOLDE, ITtip.

Sit-- 5

9

ooooooooooooo

dc-i.- u

MtS.

ST.

Subscribe for The Clnaea.

f VAGB

ALBUQUERQUE Tl flZKN.

UX.

FRUIT llco
ONE

N1LW

TO PLAN TOWNS

Between Savannah, Cuba and Porto

THEN BUILD

Thi month the night. Hon. John
Burns, former pot-bo- y
in a public
house (1. t., hired boy In a saloon),
.nd now one of the principal members of the British cabinet. Is going
to Introduce a bill that will be of almost as much Interest across the Atlantic and on the Continent as It will
be In England. If It pa&es and works
d
as well as the
and practical Right Hon. John thinks It will.
The affairs of the Company are I n the hands of an Executive Committee composed of experienced and ca
jk!t
It Is going to make a big difference
pabie business men of great enterprl so and energy.
to the nt'Xt generation, an.l quite a
The freight business will be tak en care of by one of the best known transportation men In the country,
lot of difference right away.
of the Company who will have full power to enter Into and
Each ship will carry a special r
carry out contracts and to personally supervise the service extended to passengers, thus assuring Doth ineir
The Idea is to make a wlenre of
town planning, and to put the
safety and comfort
in charge of the Job. It ocThe Company's agents will be fo und in all the smaller, as well as the larger ports of Cuba and Porto
Rico, whose duties It will be to secu re business both ways In taking orders for American goods and In buying
curred to
Americans
Inn aeo that ymi can make a better
or contracting for fruits and garden t ruck for shipment north.
nil healthier
and more attractive
Positions will be open for a gre at number of good men, and naturally stockholder of the Company will
town if you lay out the scheme for
be given preference where such post thms are created or vacancies occur.
it
than you can If you
leave It to grow up anyhow, guided
only by land apeeu'atlnn.
Various
Ameriean efforts were made In this
To enable the management to carry out these plans as above outlined the full paid and
line, and sunn- of tln-were highly
Treasury stock of the Company is now offered for public subscription as follows:
successful, too, but It was over In
10.000 SHARES (PAR VALUE t 10.00) WILL BE SOLD AT
tJermany that town planning first be$2.00 PER SHARE GOOD UNTIL JUNB 1st, ONLY.
came a kind of se'enee. Lately EngAFTER JUNE 1st, ANOTHER 10,000 SHARES WILL BE OFFERED AT $3.00 PER SHARE GOOD
land caught the craze and now Mr.
UNTIL AUGUST 1st, ONLY, at which time the price will be advanced to $4.00 per share; and as fast as the
Tiryce unofficially,
of course, and
money can bo Judiciously invested further offerings will be made, but always at an advance of One Dollar per
not as British ambassador to the Unitshare over the previous offering up to $10.00 per share.
Is deeply interested, and
ed State
upon the different Exchanges, but not until It sells at $10.00 por share,
This stock will eventually be listr-wishes to flee the latent system Introwhich will probably be within one year.
duced Into the United States. He has
ven sent a representative
to England also unofficially to study English projects with a view to interestBuyers of the stock at $2.00 per share will be able to secure BOO per cent profit on their Investment when
ing prominent Americans in the great
the stock sells at ($10.00 per share). The Company should earn and pay 2 5 per cent dividends at that time.
Idea.
Remember all Fruit Companies pay, especially Fruit and Transportation Companies, and with It excellent
TWns ltuilt From CoYrmment PIiiIm. management and Its opportunities this should be no exception.
But the most significant fact is
that the British government proposes
to take a hand in the mime. It Is
John Bums' pet hubby. He looks to
The stock will positively advance in price to $3.00 per share on June 1st. Not a share will be sold after
It as a practical solution of many of
that date below $3.00 prr share.
the toughest economic problems of
Orders or reservat ons for stock must reach the Company before that date, and as this allotment la limited
the day. Hi new bill on the subject,
to 10. UOO shares, the Company reserves the right to reject and return all orders In excess of that amount at
which noon will be the topic of dis$2.00 per share. Quick action only will assure acceptance.
cussion throughout Kngiand, Is calcuSpecial inducements will be offered to those engaged in the Fruit or Vegetable business as also to Colonists
lated to put a stop to all ill considered,
and Tlanters In Cuba and Porto Rico.
ramshackle build ng and land operaNo order for less than 6 share w ill be accepted.
tions. The heavy hand of government
No enterprise of modern times presents such an opportunity for speculative Investment. The Company has
business men and women the present price o( $2.00 per share for this Stock
authority is to be laid upon all propa great future and to
erty managed with a view to the pub-li- e should look like a rare bargain.
weal, and not to individual interests. Local authorities are to be authorized to conduct town planning op
erations, and the local government
Fill out the attached coupon at once and mall with P. O. money order, Express money order, Registered
board, as a central court of final ap
letter or Bank draft payable to the order of
peal, is to decide as to how all these
measures are to be earried out. Local
CUBAN COMMERCIAL CO.,
councils In every city are to be em
powered to acquire land for town
Massachusetts Loan & Guarantee Co.
262 Washington Street
planning purposes, and even to take
Registrars and Transfer Agents
over compulsorlly any land or build
Boston, Mass.
BOSTON, MASS.
Inga which they may require. Jf priJournal Building.
vate Interest 1a injured, it Is to be
compensated, but only in accordance
To The Cuban Commercial Co. Boston, Mass.
with government ideaa For Instance,
hould one property owner be beneGentlemen:
Enclosed find
dollar
fited at the expense of another, the
The
Injured party is to be indemnified, not
shares of the full paid and
for which please send me
by the government, but out of the
Albuquerque
stock of your Company.
benefit which accrues to the lucky
Evening
owner.
Name
One of the principal features of the
Citizen
bill relate to local control of housAddress
ing. Under existing conditions local
authority
no
can
exert
authorities
either as to the number of houses per
semi-cave
dwellings in
acre. These
to now the housing problem has been Manchester, Boruneville, Cardiff, I'ort
Omaha
jj 11 .7t
attacked on matters of detail, but not Sunlight, Earswlck, Oldham, LeicesSioux City
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Though
comprehensive
whole.
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Denver
Fallings Fark, Seven-oak- s
Harborne,
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John Vurns has the credit of introto
Lincoln
addition
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elsewhere.
and
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.600
measure, its
ducing this epoch-makin- g
Lea Moine
nix other projects
mentioned,
SO
those
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.394
further progress does not altogether are In course of formation. Before
I'ueblo
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.290
upon him
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This scheme la the end of the year there will be
popular with all political parties, and twenty
up on "planned
growing
towns
YESTERDAY'S
GAM1.
even if the Liberal government went lines."
out of office, as there are rumors of
American
Iurue.
The main idea is to acquire land In
resignation, the Conservatives probaAt 1'hlladelphia
n. II. E.
the suburbs or within easy reach of
bly would adopt the bill.
Detroit
4 10
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land
great
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plot
this
and
to
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In addition to the
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prinfixed
In
certain
with
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government,
which
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and
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procedure.
For
scientific
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of
private
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fa fostering town planning,
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dividuals are vying with each other stance, in comprehensive
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area
the
embraced
schemes
person
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to make it a success. No leas a
R. H. E.
xpected to comprise any land near a
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than Ueorge Bernard Shaw has ba d city
3
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HOW THEY STAND.
upon
within
might
bo
built
that
Chicago
his faith to the extent of $27,000
J g 0
years.
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fifty
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next
the
conIn hard cash which he has just
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which makes town planning ao atSt. Louis
il narrow drives are
provided for l'.oston
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tractive that, on reading It, you feel purely
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residential districts. While the Washington
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direct
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0
main
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are
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forthbeginning something of the sort
New York
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drives are made
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with. Another enthusiastic town plan-r- n to ssilj'.e, the private
National
licalue.
conform to artistic standard.
Butteries: Howell and Spencer;
r is Miss Sybeila tlurney.
She has
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Lost.
Won.
Clubs
irk anj ample open spaces are
Invested $30,000, an enormous sum
1 1
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provided for before the property Chicago
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ground
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plots of
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with a view to art'stle effect
Kllng; Wiltse and Needham.
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requirements.
Twelve
No
be
happy
woman
per
can
are
deemed
sufficient
acre
houses
At Cincinnati
R. II. E.
and every other acre is to be devoted
8
2
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without children; it is her Cincinnati
space
open
Icon
fur children.
to an
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2
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as
them
much
nature
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longer
laid
be
no
clastic hands shall
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upon trees, nor la beautiful scenery to
it
so as
is the beautiful and
Mclntyre and Hergen.
be recklessly demolished.
pure. The ordeal through
Germany
in
Popular
The Idea
Rain at St. Louis.
which the expectant mother
In Germany there now are no loss
g
societies.
thought
715
very
fills her with
must pass is so fraught with dread that the
than
Western
R. II. E.
At Pueblo
with 115. 00 members. In Berlin apprehension.
is no necessity for the reproduction of life to be
There
has
one
4
10 10
which
society
Omaha
alone there is
7 16
4
put up 1.604 dwellings at a cost of cither very painful or dangerous. The use of Mother's Friend prePuoblo
Most (ierman towns are pares the system for the coming event, and it is passed without any
$6,250,000.
Uatterles: Ragan and Gonding;
Miller, Fitzgerald and Smith.
acquiring all the suburban property
externally, and has carried thousands
surrounding each town site, and plot danger. This remedy is applied
R. H. E.
Second game
T
8
6
2
ting it off into beautiful, artistic, of women through the crisis
77
Omaha
7 11
7
landscapey" building lots, on which with but little suffering.
Pueblo
commodtous dwellings are erected at
Write for kuk coulainiLf tbiurnuiCioa
llatter'es: Jfoah and LeBrand; Gal-ga11
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nominal cost to tenants.
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and Mlts.
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R II. E.
At
Denver
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awing
Garden
at
full
now In
7
Atlanlm, Cm.
3 10
Denver
idling and Hampstead, near London;

Next to having goods of merit to sell is the importance of letting the
public know that you have them. Here is where careful thought should
enter into the proposition. Much money is wasted by the thoughtless
choice of advertising mediums. In every city is the clever solicitor for
programs, calendars, handbills, and all sorts of schemes in which your ad
may look pretty, but where it is not read, and consequently brings no
returns. When you buy newspaper space you are sure that your advertisement will go. into the homes of the subscribers and will be read by them,
and, if you have what they want, they will come to your store and buy.
The same good judgment should govern in your choice of newspapers.
We maintain that the evening paper is the better medium, because it goes
to the home at a time when the entire family has time to read it and plan
a shopping trip for next day.

MANAGEMENT

keen-witte-

If0.

Let us present a few facts on the subject
of advertising for your consideration

Cuba to Chicago In 7$ hours.
Fruit and vegetables direct from the plantation
This Is what this new line will d o in the mur future.
Buying on Its own account; sell Ing on commission and carrying frelg ht for other will tax tse eapaclty of
each ship every trip.
in Cuba and
Thousands of dollars worth of C holce fruits and vegetables have bee i
Porto Rico for want of transportatl on faclltles to bring the stuff to larket. Pineapples eould be had at
about two cents apiece and other fru It and truck at corresponding prices.
A profit of 100 to 500 per cent I
the common thing.
Wtlh the Inception of this line th ere will be an Increased production by the small growers whose order also
for American goods must be taken In to consideration.
The Line Is assured of satlsfac tory freights each way every trip.
equipped with cold storage and ample accommoda- The Company' steamships will b modern,
tion for passengers.
Winter tourists will find this a cry popular cruise.
Connecting traffic arrangements will be made with the southern Ran way and the Louisville and NashvilleRailroad at Savannah for points nor th and west, and similar arrangemen ts with th Cuban Railroad at Antil! a for all Interior Cuban points.
The Company has uitder option a tract of 6000 acres of fine land In C uba upon wlilch will be founded a
model American Colony, and this la nd will soon be thrown open to the p ubllo for this purpose. Purchasers of
stock will be given an opportunity t o exchange stock for land If thejr de sire.
in

Member of English Parliament
Has Measure Awakening
World Wide Interest.

MAY M,

Business Man

M r.

Ports

Capital $3,000,000 Shares $10.00 par value.

The CUBAN COMMERCIAL CO,

THEM

TIICTIKDAY,

e

nt

broHd-utindi'-

The Albuquerque Citizen

d

YOUR OPPORTUNITY

Goes into the home in the evening and is read there where the whole family has a chance to see it. A morning paper is often carried to the office
by the man of the house, who does not have time to read the ads, but only
skims over the news headings.
We have a large number of letters giving the opinions of big advertisers who use evening papers almost exclusively. We will publish these
letters from day to day. Their views are valuable.

le

500 per cent ADVANCE

I1MKBY,

the best
average
to read
work is

DRY

THAYER

UlRrt.

GOODS CO.
Kaunas City, Mo.

ADVANCE CERTAIN JUNE 1st.

"We consider the evening paper
the best medium for a, department
such
store advertisement, although
departments aa men's clothing and
furnishings seem' to get very goods
results from a morning paper. The
Kansas City Star (evening) and the
are
Kansas City Times (morning)
both delivered to the homes at the
one subscription price. One Is as good
as the other from a newspaper standpoint, but by observation I find that
the majority of men carry off the
morning edition to read on the car
when going to business, while on the
other hand the nimble housewife has
plenty of time to read the evening
paper, and will thoroughly digest a
department store ad."
BYRON D. BAILEY.
Adv. Mgr.

far-seei-

DO IT NOW

JOILN

V. THOMAS

& CO.

Minneapolis.
"We believe the evening papers
are more thoroughly read In the
homes.
We use them most."
R. D. Jones, Adv. Mgr.
THE HOWE & STETSON CO.
New Huveii.
"Consider evening papers better
mediums. More people have time to
read items to effect."
U. E. Loomls, Adv. Mgr.

1

W. V. SNYDER & CO.
Newark, N. J.

"We consider evening papers best
because they are taken home, while
morning papers are taken away from
home, as a rule."
T. S. Fattinger, Adv. Mgr.

KKOFGKR BROS.
Milwaukee.
"I
this city the evening papers
have brought best results."
C. H. Kroegner.

BLOOMIXGDAI.E KROS.
New Y'ork City.
"We find evening papers pay

HI). SCIII'STKR & CO.

Milwaukee
"We consider the evening

advertising medium, as "the
woman does not take time
her paper until her day's
done."
H. Greenblatt, Adv. Mgr.

ter."

paper

bet-

J. R. Parcaus, Adv. Mgr.

le
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THE

u

MAJOR LEAGUE

liKUNII

st

BASEBALL

SCORES

Traction Park

town-planni-

'

Sunday Night

Iron and Brass
Ropmlrm

.

Foundry and Machine Works
J, f. MALL. Proprietor
Castings; Ore, Coal
Cats;
and Lumber
Columns

Shaft
and Iros

Fronts for Building.
on Mining and mm Mmoninory a stpaalatty

Foundry east side of railroad track- -

Albog.uera.ue,

N. M.

4444444444)4ttt4444V
HAVE VOUJA:

Armin Stock Go.

ROOM TO RENT?

t
Opening Bill

I

Alfetqtferqte, New Mexico

Ing. Pulleys, Orade Bars, Babbit Metal;

May 31

.

s.

Albuquerque

l

l

,

j

First and Marquette

CASINO

k--

t,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

OPENING

p.-n-

Albuquerque Lumber Co

:

OR A HOUSE?

"Because She
Loved Him So."

Do you know that people are almost fighting
right here in Albuquerque, and now?
An ad like this

I

for-quarte-

rs

High Class Vaudeville
Between the Acts.

Wll-hel-

town-plannin-

lA-jr-

R

TMW

Wei

iriiui mkvltvii n

2
- 1
Lincoln
Olmstead and McDon-ougBatteries:
Jones and Zinran.
R H K.
At Sioux City
I 7 t
Sioux City
S
1
2
Des Moines
Batteries: Kurehner and Henry;
Ford and Yeager.

('UK KENT Large, well furnished,
well ventilated front room, modern
and sanitary. OO Blak St.

h;

American
At Columbus:

ledo

0.

kee

8.

At St. Taul:

AK'latlm.
Columbus

St. Paul

6.

I.

9.

The Albuquerque Citizen will secure

you a tenant at the small cost'of

To-

Milwau-

At Louisville: Louisville 4, Indlan- -

apul.i

placed in
3

times for 35c, or 6 times for 50c.
&mj

I

TirTRMVAY,
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MAT M, 10$.

PAGB SKVlCJt.
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E

NOW GENERAL

FIGHT

NEWS

-

'

I

Ii

OF TERRITORIAL

r:

le

tive.
Kanmt

is no exception to the rule
in the allies' ini.tsionary work. They
are doing the same thing In every
stale of tne L" ii i on . anil it is no.v apparent that these are only '.lie preliminary steps leading up to the final
effort in Chicago. None of Taffs
friends have been influenced in the
least by these tactics, but Republicans ai e concerned over the extremes
to which the Influences have gone
which are determined to make trouolo
in Chicago. It has been
scattered
Wall
broadcast thai Taft is now
street candidate, that he lias the support of the Standard Oil and that every influence at tni command of
these inlnesi.s will be exerted in his
behalf.
it is altogether unnecessary to refute the many political charges which
Secretary
have been made against
Tail. Kverybody knows that tne Wall
street inf.uences came to him only as
a' last resort and that the fear of
Roos. veit has brought him the support .if Aldrich and of Hale and has
reconciled Crane to him.
A Part or the Plan.
The warning of what will be attempted in Chicago comes in an
loin. lance of time to prevent Us conSo many of the pet
summation.
scheme." of the reactionaries
have
failed that they may weary of further
effort before the time conies for the
one great movement In Chicago. They
have wished some one state instructed
for a favorite son candidate to lead off
for Roosevelt. This would show the
slates Instructed for Taft that instruction did not cover the Roosevelt
candidacy. Wih this end in view
Hut
has been approached.
the scheme didn't work. Tne Wisconsin delegation will cast Its first vote
for LaFollette, and will neither lead
for IjaFollette. and it will neither lead

te

Helen, N. M., May 28.
(Special) . .
John Keeker and wife have returned

er

ot

-

m

or-g- .n

w

IS.

I

tttate of unio, city or Toledo, Lucas
County, ss:
Frank J. Cheney makes oath mm be
Is senior partner of the firm of p. J.
Cheney A Co., doing business In the
City of Toledo, County and Blate aforesaid, and that said firm wll. pay the
sum of O.N hi HUNUHKU
UOi.l.AKB
for each and every vase of Catarrh To
the Editor of the Albuquerque
that cannot be cured by the use ot
Halls' Catarrh Cure.
Evening Citizen.
FRANK J. CHUNKY.
Dear Sir: A great many people In
Sworn to before me ana subscribed
Albuquerque are very desirous of
In my presence, this ftth day or December, A. D., DM.
beautifying their homes and
the
A. W. OLKAtHJN.
grounds surrounding them and this
(Seal)
Notary fuDlto.
can be done barring certain condiHall s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the Wood and tions. The one 1 wish to note in parmucous surfaces of tne system.
Mend
ticular is the habit of Rome people to
for testimonials free.
K. J. C'HKNBV ft XJ.. Toledo. O.
carelessly, perpetually or otherwise
Bom by all Druggists,
The.
allow their dogs, curs, mongrels and
Take Hall s Family tills for onnutt
other varieties of the canine family
pation.
to run at large to the great damage
Porch makers $1.25, $1.85 and of lawns, flowers and shrubs and
$2. .10, and chairs 85c, $1.00 and $1.25. small trees. A detail of ther misSolid uak and double cane scat; chievous hJbits of dogs need not be
(dump, comfortable and durable.
as any observer know
mentioned
Furniture Co., west end viaduct. w hat Ihey are.
We have city ordinances that If enThe Miwt Common cause of Suffering forced would greatly remedy this evil,
Rheumatism causes nore pain and w h is it they are not enforced? Is it
suffering than any other disease, for because we are paying taxes to supthe reason that It Is the most common port a lot of official parasites to sit
of all ills, and It Is certainly gratify- and look wise like a lot of sculptured
ing to nufferers to know that Cham- owls. A few days ago one of our
will afford
Pain Balm
berlain's
was tried for poisoning a dog.
relief, and make rest and sleep pos- citizens
half the time wasted in trying peoIf
many
rases
the relief from ple,
sible. In
money
on such
pain, which is at first temporary, has trials,andwastheexpended wasted
us
to protect
become permanent, while In old peo- from the dogs,
believe conditions
ple subject to chronic rheumatism, would be more Isatisfying.
I believe
often brought on by dampness or if someone would take up our
cause
change In the weather, a permanent against
person
dog
or
the
that that
cure cannot be expected, the relief persons
would confer a great benefit
from pain which this liniment affords and would
be greatly appreciated by
Is alone worth many times Its cost. 16
great many of our people.
and 60 rent sizes for sale by all drug-glst- a a
Tours truly.
A FRIEND.
Oman's Regulcts cure constipation,
There's nothing so good for a sore
tone the stomach, stimulate the liver,
promote digestion and appetite and throat as Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil.
easy passage of the bowels. Ask your Cures It In a few hours. Relieves any
pain in any part.
druggist for them, 15 cents a box.
Fu-trel- le

FOR RENT $ furnished rocms for
housekeeping, prano If Jested In
quire 211 8. Edith St.
FOR RENT Desk room to let. 218
South Second St
FOR RENT Modern furnished 4 and
W. V. Futrelle.
6 room houses.
FOR RENT New modern lent house
nicely furnished. 11 South Walter
street.
NT
FOR-RENicely furnished rooms
for gentlemen, close to shops; modern, with baths. Apply 82( South
Third street.
FOR RENT Three or four furnished
rooms for housekeeping In comno sick people
fortable cottage;
wanted. Address E. S., Citizen.
FOR- RENT Two nicely furnished
rooms; electric lights and bath;
house, suitable for
also
batching. Call 813 Fruit Ave.

h'-r-

BARGAINS

IN

ACRE

PROPERTY

In 5 and 10 acre tracts, within two
miles of the city limits, ot 120 to 375
per acre. Also a ranch of 1.100 acres,
all valley land, at 330 per acre.

ACRK TRACTS
Fourth street, at $50 per acre.
Other small tracts at proportional
prices.
Money to loan on approved
security.
Address
1'ellpe J, Gumle,
Room ill, Arinljo Mock. 304 West
Central Avenue. Albuquerque, N M.
10

On

LOST

and

FOUND

LOST In stores or on streets, gold
pin with black enamel; oval shape,
with six small
Liberal reward will be paid hy Mrs. N. T
Annijo. 418 W. Silver.
pe-irl-a.

Had Attack of Dysentery Cured.

"An honored citizen of this town
was suffering from a svere attack of
dysentery. He told a friend If he
could obtain a bottle of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
felt confident of being cured, he having used this remedy In the west. He
was told that I kept It In stork and
It, and
lost no time In obtslnlng
as promptly cured." says M. J.
Leach, druggist, of Wolcott. Vt. For
sale by all druggists.
Notice Is hereby given that sealed
bids for the erection of a dormitory
for the New Mexico School of Mines
at Socorro, New Mexico, according to
plans and specifications adopted by
the Board of Trustees of said Institution at a regular meeting held on the
20th of May, 1908, will be received
by the undersigned at the office of
the secretary In Socorro up to 4 p. m.
on June 5th; each bid to be accompanied by a certified check for
$160.00 as an evidence of good faith.
The board reserves the right to reject any and all bids.
A. C. ABEYTIA, President.
Attest: C. T. Brown, Secretary.
FOR KALE.

Lots numbered 7 and 8 in block 18
the Eastern addition to the city of
Albuquerque as show n and designated
on the ami nded and supplemented
map of said addition made by Mart n
Rapp, P. E.. and filed In the office
recordof probate clerk and
er of said county on the 24th day of
October, 1888. This property Is on
South Arno street and will be sold.
CEO. P. LEARNARD.
Administrator.
In

personal property lq

WANTED

FOR RENT

from California, where they have been
spending a month's vacation.
The Helen Commercial Club Building association elected oftlcers for the
ensuing year at the annual meeting
held Tuesday of last week. Charles
Reinken was
president, W.
M. Berger vice president, 11. E. Davis
secretary and John Uecker, Jr., treasurer.
Dr. William Radcllffe, surgeon for
the Eastern Railway of New Mexico,
was called to Vaughn last Wednesday to arrange a quarantine for cases
of smallpox. The eating station for
the railway at that point had become
Infected and the doctor was obliged
to fumigate.
Miss Ella tSewart Is home from a
prolonged visit In California.
The sugar beet crop bids fair to be
a paying one at this point this year.
The young plants are looking hearty
and the acreage Is large. Cantaloupes
also wlil be plentiful In this region,
FOR SALE
as many acres have been planted.
R. E. Locke has resumed his posi- FOR SALE Smith-PremiNo. 2;
tion with the Eastern Railway of New
cheap. Apply C. A. S., Citizen.
1b
ofMexico.
He
chief clerk in the
show case.
FOR SALE Nine-fofice of Superintendent J. V. Keys. Mr.
Strong's Book Store.
Locke had thought that he would go
Best
SALE
transient and
Fun
into the ranching business, but railrooming house in the city. Inquire
way work proved too much to his likBox 44.
ing
ce his retu
to tl.o service
FUR SALE Or trade, a good
cow, for a horse. Apply Cltisen
Tucumcari, X. M., May 28. (Sio-cuU- ).
office.
The ice plant began turning
out quantities of the frigid the first FOR SALE Oliver typewriter; very
of the week. J. W. Corn is the manlatest model; No. S; like new; sacager of the company. The capacity
rifice. P. O. box 178.
of the plant is abJut fiftj tons a day. FOR SALE Furniture of a
The SuciaUt party has organised
house, house for rent or sale. Call
and expects to begin active work of
between 9 and 12 a. m. 315 So.
propigun-laThe county organization
Third street.
K headel by T. W. Avants, president;
W. F. Wrilker, secretary, and Dr. T. C. FOR SALE A fine Hardman piano,
A
good as new, beautiful tone.
Kice-.- i,
treasurer.
chance to possess an Instrument of
The Home Relief Association of
unexcelled make at Just half what
New Mexico is the name of a new
On exhibit at Whit-son- 's
it Is worth.
protective organization started by
Music Store. 124 South Seclocal cit'zens, and Incorporated for
ond street. Albuquerque.
biiMi e..--, the articles of incorporation
FOR SALE Underwood typewriter,
having been published. The associaS50. at Millet Studio. 216 West Cention is for the promotion of fraternity
tral avenue.
ai.il the aiding of sick members and
Indemnity in case of death. The
FOR SALE Stock rancn, or will
i'.ition Is not for profit. The oflease cheap; located In western Soficer are: W. O. Taylor, (5. A. Gamcorro county. Address the owner,
ble, A. H. Conner, Karle Ueorge and
P. O. Datil, N. M., J. Kelley.
H. D. McElroy.
Rev. W. H. DuHose Is in Kansas FUR SALE At a bargain, a brand-neStevens shotgun, never been
I'ity attending the meeting of the genfired. A high grade and thorough,
eral assembly of the Presbyterian
ly modern gun.
Inquire at The
church.
Citizen office.
I.. C. Pearson has accepted the
of manager of the Tucumcari FOR SALE
New and second-han- d
I. ep ,er company's business at this
furniture, business established 1904;
p.aie. .
one of the best locations In El Paso,
.I.ii ry Benson Is the new chief of
doing a "Hood business, mostly new
police, vice John Cadjer, who has
goods.
This business must be sold
from the city.
at once regardless of cost; Al lease,
Oaih r has other interests. Address
P O. box 06. El Paso, . Texas.
WHAT WILL BE DONE
FOR SALE Rooming house clearing
$H5 per month.
must
Purchaser
have $750 cash to hanr"'.e. Address
WITH
BELL?
M. N., care Citizen.
Have the cily officials a white elephant on their hands in the shape of
Mrs. Mary Hell, accused of tin ft and
the loo free use of intoxicants? Mrs.
I'e II was removed to a
sanitorium
ti 'Mil the county jail where she had
com in tied,
!'
and physicians
watched her for signs of insanity.
in. tens interested in the case, say
Mrs. Bell is not mentally unbalanced
further than a nervous collapse caused
from too much drink. They believe,
however, that she was not mentally
responsible when she committed the
alleged thefts. At all events, they do
not believe she should be sent to an
asylum and as she Is not to be prosecute. I. the question arises, what shall
lie 'I me with her. At the sanitarium
she is rapidly recovering from
her
nervous condition.

AIDS
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THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Letters Being Circulated In an Interesting Notes From the
Effort to Rob Taflof Some
Business Places and New
of His Support.
Enterprises In New Mexico.
Washington. My 18. Open fighting agaiiust the nomination of Secretary 'Mt has been abandoned for a
guerrilla warfare which is unprecedented In Republican politics. The
bitting below the belt U not revealed
In much that la being done oy the
allies In Washington. The news percolates from the states, and knowledge of it Is obtained only In the
letters which are being forwarded
from delegates to the national convention. These letters have come
from so many states widely separated
that it is evident some central organisation Is the Inspiration of all of them.
Senator Curtis, a delegate-at-larg- s
from Kansas, has received numerous
letters which indicate the underhand
work being attempted In his state.
Some weeks ago Curtis made a speech,
which was distorted Into the announcement that Koosevelt was hU
first choice for president and Taft
was his second choice. He made
no such declaration, but the wide publicity given the misinformation has
led numerous persons to suppose that
Senator Curtis is one of those who
would make a mad dash at the head
of the first third term stampeders
who manifested themselves. To all
such suggestions Senator Curtis has
replied that he is for Taft, and his
state has so instructed him, and that
he will vote for Taft as long as his
name Is before the convention.
Working Hard Again rt 'I'm ft.
The letters received from Kansas
show that some influence is desperately at ork urging Keubll ans to
abandon the candidcay of Taft because of his alleged unavailability.
Persons are going up and down the
state telling the Republicans that
Taft cannot ctu-rOhio; that he will
the labor vote and will be
by the negroes and that his
acratchi
nomination means the certain election
of a Democratic House of Representa-

.

CLASSIFIED

TOWNS

ON TAFT

...

'

MONEY to LOAN

WANTED A cook to go to Oloriera.
Inquire Orand Central hotel.
as
WANTED Position
custodian, On Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
watchman or stationary engineer. Wagons and other Chattels also on
Best of references. Address N. T., 8 ALA HI EH AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $1 and as high as
Cltlxen office.
$200. Loans are quickly made and
la
WANTED To exchange home In
strictly private.
Time: One month
for Albuquerque property. to one year given. Ooods remain In
For particulars call 423 8. Walter.
your possession. Our rates are reasW A NTE D Capable man wants light onable. Call and see us before boroutside work, driving preferred. Ad- rowing.
TUB HOrsEHOLD LOAN X.
dress O. E. C., Citlxcn.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
WANTED Ladles to call and see our
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
new styles In millinery at reduced
303
West Railroad Ave.
H
prices. Mis C. P. Crane, 612 North
PRIVATE OFFICES
Second street. Ladies' tailoring and
Open Evenings.
dressmaking. Phone 344. Apprentices wanted.
WANTED
Capable men to fill executive, technical, office and mer- HONEST AGENTS SO days credit
cantile positions.
We can place
New circular ready. Soaps selling
you in the position for which yon
better than ever. Wite. Parker
are qualified. Southwestern Business Association 201 East CenChemical Co., Chicago.
tral avenue, Albuquerqut, N. M. fl.25 P
classified
Phone 257.
ads. In 36 leading papers In U. S.
WANTED Ladies to make aprons;
Send for list. The Dake Advertis$3.60 dozen.
No cost to get work.
ing Agency, 427 South Main street,
Materials sent prepaid.
Enclose
Los Angeles.
stamped addressed envelope. Home MARRT your choice.
Particular peoApron & Dress Co., Los Angeles,
ple, everywhere, Introduced withCal.
out publicity; no fakes; details free.
WANTED For U. S. Army: Able
Address, A. C, box 1338, Los Anbodied, unmarried men, between
geles Oal.
ages of 18 and 35; citizens of UnitSOPASTE to
Introduce
AOEv"
ed States, of good character and
factories, railroad shops, etc. . Retemperate habits, who can speak,
moves grease dirt quickly; Immense
read and write English.
For Insales; amazing profits.
Parker
formation apply to Recruiting OfChemical Co., Chicago.
ficer. 203 E. Central Av., AlbuMARRT your choice. Particular peo.
querque, New Mexico.
pie, everywhere, Introduced without
PaTFtfiig;
WANTE- Ddecorating,
publicity; no fakes; details free. Adpaper hanging; all work guarandress, A. C, box 1338, Los Angeles,
teed In or out of the city. Address
Calif.
H. Rand ft Co., 920 S. Arno St.
$210.00 Motor Cycle cr norse and
buggy furnished our men for travSALESMEN
eling, and $85.0 per month and
expenses, to take orders for the
WANTED Capable salesman to covgreatest portrait house In the world.
er New Mexico with staple line.
Tou will receive, postpaid, a beauHigh
commissions
with 3100
of oil
tiful 16x20 reproduction
monthly advance. Permanent posipainting In answer to this ad. Write
tion to right man. Jees H. 8mlth
for particulars. R. D Martel, Dept.
Co.. Detroit, Mich.
79, Chicago.
WANTED Capable salesman to cov- $210 MOTOR CTCLK OR HORSE
er New Mexico with staple line.
and buggy furnished our men for
High
commissions,
$100
with
traveling, and $86 per month and
monthly advance. Permanent posiexpenses, to take orders for the
tion to right man. Jess H. Smith
greatest portrait house In the world.
Co.. Detroit, Mich.
Tou will receive, postpaid, a beauof oil
WANTED Salesman, experienced In
tiful 1(1x20 reproduction
any line, to sell general trade in
painting In answer to this ad. Write
D.
New Mexico.
Martel. Dept.
for particulars. R.
Liberal commissions
with $35 weekly advance. One
604. Chicago.
salesman earned $1,252.62, his first
two months with us. The ContinMALE HELP
ental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
WXNTBT) Traveling m en an fl so C HEPE'S a chance for you to make
tors calling on druggists, confect'n-ers- .
money. Our representatives make
etc., covering Albuquerque and
$10 a day; so can you.
Immediate
surrounding territory and states, to
territory
exclusive
and
seller
carry our celebrated line of chocoAgents can carry as side line. C. F.
lates on good commission basis.
Pennewell. Mgr.. 152 Mutual Life
Bowes Allegrettl, Sin River St..
Bldg., Seattle, Washington.
$21ll.no MOTOR cycle or horse and
en
WAN f F. I
Live, energetic-mf or
buggy furnished our men for travex'iusive 'errltory aget.cy of "In-i'x- "
eling, and $K5.00 per month and
Kerosene Burner converts
expenses, to take orders for the
ciml oil Into gas gives one nun-ir- e
greatest
In
house
portrait
the
i esndlepower
manon
burns
world.
Tou will receive, postpaid,
tle Instantaneous seller. Write at
a beautiful 16x20 reproduction
of
once.
Ooast
Lighting Company.
oil painting In answer to this ad.
2n Yeslen Way. Seattle.
Write for particulars. R. D Martel,
an
WANTEDCapable-salesmDept. 474, Chicago.
tocnv-e- r
New Mexico
with
staple line.
11k? World's Kent Climate.
High
commissions, with $10n 00
monthly advance. Permanent po- Is not entirely free from disease, on
sition to right man. Jpsu H. Smith the hlgi. elevations fevers prevail,
while on the lower levels malaria la
Co., Detroit, Mich.
to a greater or less exSALESMAN
First class all round encountered
tent,
according to altitude. To overhustler to cover unoccupied territory selling staple line to retail come climate affections lassitude, malaria. Jaundice, biliousness, fever and
trade.
Technical knowledge un-n- ague,
and general debility, the most
to right effective
Permanent
essiiry
remedy Is Electric Bitters,
man $:in 00 weely. Expenses adgreat
tho
alterative and blood purifier;
R
vanced
Frank
Jennings, Sales the antidote
for every form of bodily
Manager, Chicago.
weakness, nervousness, and Insomnia.
M!tlTlors MF.N WANTED Why Sold under guarantee at all druggists.
work for onial! salary?
You can Price 10c.
earn $2:. to $1.10 per day: others
are doing It: you can do likewise.
XOTICF.
If you
to increase your salary and elevate yourself, write for
Notice Is hereby given that on the
our free hook. "How to Become a 22nd day of April, 1908, In accordProfessional Auctioneer."
Address ance with Section 26, Irrigation Law
Chicago School of Auctioneering, ot 1907, Onofre Akers, et al., of Santa
Royce Hldg., Chicago.
Fe, County of Santa Fe, Territory of
WANTED A real genuine salesman, New Mexico, made application to the
a man who has ability and who will territorial engineer of New Mexico for
from the
work for us as hard and conscien-tousl- y a permit to appropriate
as he would for himself, to public waters of the territory of New
represent us exclusively In Arizona Mexico. appropriation Is to be
made
Such
and New Mexico. We have sr large, from
Rio Puerco at points fiec. 6.
well known and In every way first
1
19 N. R
W. By means of
class line of Calen lars, Advertis- Township
diversion and 7:15 cubic feet per secing Specialties an Druggists La- tion
Is to be conveyed to points Secbels and Boxes, and our line la so tions 6, 7. 18, 19. 20, Township 19
sttractive and varli-- that each and N., R. 1 W., by means of ditches, and
every business In every town In the there used for Irrigation,
country, without regard to size, can
The territorial engineer will take
he successfully solicited. Our goods this application up for consideration
are very attractive, but no mere so on the 1st day of July, 1908, and all
than our reasonable prices, and we persons who may oppose the granting
know from the experience of others of the above application
must file
who have been and are now In our their objections with the territorial
employ that any bright hustling engineer on or before that date.
man who has gooi average ability
VERNON L. SULLIVAN.
work can make
and s wiling
Territorial Engineer.
with us from $50 to $150 per week.
It Reached tlie Spot.
Musi he ready to commence work
Mr E. Humphrey,
mho owns a
at once. Commlss'ona liberal. Our
company was organized In 1881. We large general store at Omega, O., and
are capitalized for $200,000.
We Is president of the Adams County
Telephone Co., as well as of the Home
state this simply to show that ws Telephone
Co., of Pike County. O.,
are responsible and mean business.
of Dr. King's New Discovery: "It
If you do. It III pay you to write says
my
life once. At least I think
Salea Manager. Merchants Publish, save!
It seemed to reach the spot
ing Co., Kalamazoo. Mich. Enclose It did.
very
seat of my cough when
the
this advertisement with your appli- everything
else failed." Dr. King's
cation.
New Discovery not only reaches the
Kodol completely digests all classes cough spot; It heals the sore spots and
of fond. It will get rlht at the trouble the weak spots In throat, lungs and
and do the very work Itself for the chest. Bold under guarantee at all
stomach. It Is pleasant to take, riold druggists. 60c and $1.00. Trial bottle
by J. II. O'RIelly Co.
tree.
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W. Gold

PRICE $2.25
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Miscellaneous

FOR SALE 2 rooming; houses,
steam heat; a bargain.
FOR SALE 2 dwelling houses,
bargain.
FOR RF.NT Store room on W.
Central Ave.

Money to Loan
XI9 South

it, state

.

National

DR. F. J. PATCIOW
PhyHjdaa and 8orgeoa.

Office ever Vann Drue gtoswt Ot
flee hours I lo 11
m a m a
to S p. m. Phones, office 441. task
&.
Kience

i

7

Dli.

-

RLHIOT

Physician and Burgeon.
Rooms I
I, N. T. ArmUo rtiiriiH
UK. SOLOMON

L. BUKTON.
I
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland Office,
lt South Warts
Street. Phone 1030.
DH8. BRONSON
BRONSON
Homiyinatllle PlivHilana
and
geons. Over Venn's Drug stars.
Office 61$; Residence 101$.

DENTISTS

2nd Strati

ELLER,
Dentist

C11AS. A.

Albuquerque, New Mexico. Room 14,
N. T. Arm I Jo Building. Phene $$$.

M Simpler Clark

Shoe Company
NEXT W 'II TO POSTOFFICE.
Isulics Have You Examined Our

DR. J. E. CRAFT

Dental Surgery.
Rooms a an A, Harnett flarhllnej.
Over U'Klelly's Drug store.
Appointments made by snail.
Phone 744.
EDMUND J. AIGER.
. D.
.
Office iHiurs. a a. m. to 11:34 aw bb
1:30 to 5 p. in.
Appointments made by mail.
30n Weal Ontral Ave. Phone 44B.

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN.

Attorney at Law.
Of flee. First National Bank B

Albuquerque,

n.

M.

K. W. DOBSON

Attorney

at Law.

Office, Cromwell Hlosk.
Albuquerque. N. M.

If not. Why not? The average
uoiiian of today makes the most
of licr 0Mrtiiiiltks. Why not
you? We have shoes at all price
Children's KIkm-- From 5oc to $1.50
M
and Hoys' from
$1.60 to $3.00
I jiiIIcm' shoes from. .$1.25 to $1.00
.Mini's Klines f mm .. $2.50 to $5.00
WE INVITE VOU TO CALL.

1

s

o.

IRA BI. BOND
Attorney at Lew.
Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrtcfaaa
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
Marks, Claims.
S3 F. street. N. M. Washington. D. &
THOH. K. D. MADDISON
Attoruey-at-La-

Offline
117

with W. It. Child era,
West Gold Avenue

MISCELLANEOUS

MORE HAKGAlVs IX RANCHES.

F. W. SPENCER

Fifteen acres of very good land
under irrigation, four miles north
of town, well fenced with barbed
wire and cedar ixwts; $750.00
cnsli.

Fifty acres first class Irrigated
land, tlu-emiles from the city,
under high state of cultivation,
fenced with barbed wire and large
ccdur posts; rl-- per acre, $75.00.

12H1

Architect.
South Walter.

Phoss

IH.

FRENCH A AD Alia
UNDERTAKERS.
Lady Assistant.
Embalming m Specialty.

INSURANCE

ei

About 10(1 screw of Mrnt
clans
Irrigates I land, located four miles
north of limn, 50 acres orider
cultivation (hint year was planted
In wheat), well fenced with four
wires and cedar posts, main ditch
runs through land, title perfect.
I"rice for tlie whole tract, for a
short time only $6500.00.
Tills
Is a snap for somebody.

lre

B. A. SI.EYSTER

Insurance. Real Estate. Notary
I
Public.
Rooms 1$ ami 14. Cromwell Blos
Albuquerque, N. M. Phene laW-WALKER
Fire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual Building A
217 Went Central Avenne.
A. K.

VETERINARY
WILLIAM B ELD EN
Veterinary.
Surgery and IxntiHtrv a SpestsJty.
u
miu in
iixine
DR. II. D. PETTIFORD
VeUK-lnaBurgeon.
Practice: Therapeutics, Surgery as
Obstetrics on Horses, Cattle, Baas
Hogs, Dog. and ?ata.
Office wti
Thornton, the Cleaner.
Ill Herts)
Third. Phone
40. Hospital as
nesiaence, isi Boutb Walter,
dence phone, 110.
ry

A.

MONTOYA

ItnrJ Extate and Loans. Notary
Public. $15 W. Gold Ave.

1

f

Rooms I, t,
building.

M.L.SCHUTT

""

Chl-csg-

rbyalclan and 8

Ave.

Have the finest thine in the oven
line for a pas or gasoline stove.
Call and let us show them to you.
m

nomeopatlilo
.

House Furnishers

Cal-Iforn-

PHYSICIANS
tIi. V. H. SHERIDAN

Kennedy's f vativ. rnnvfe mmmmm
does not constitute, but on the ether
nana its laxative principles gently
rhiMr.n Hk.
Cleans any and everything and does move ths bowels.
It right.
The best In the southwest Sold by J. H. O'RIelly Co.
All he asks Is a trial. Clothes cleaned,
repaired and pressed. Just call up
teo Works, 121 N. Third street.
Pal Pinto Wells afmera?
Water
and
LUKCS
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
your grocer for It
s
"
a
w,tm
WOODMEN OF THE WOULD.
Meet Every Friday Evening
At I Sharp.
fe
FOREST IN ELKS THEATER.
Id P.
e
-nicu
E. W. Moore, C. C.
FDR
oc A
D. E. Phlllpps. Clerk.
Trial Bottl
I
WOLUS
ND Alt THROAT AND Lt'NG TROUtlLt j.
41 West Lead Ave
9
f
VISITING SOVEREIGNS WEL- GUARANTEED 8 .?1SF. CiOi;il
COMBS.
.OB MONEY riEFUNDED.
THORNTON

IKE CLEANER

KILLthe couch
CURE the

tttcactsc

Dr. Kiag's
New DissGssi
4foyCHS

t

lltlitiiiillllllt

i

V
TIUIISDAY.

PA OK EIGHT.
NOTICE

PERSONAL
PA

t
f

Style

t

Are the vital! elements in
every perfect shoe and the
conspicuous feature in every
pair of shoes sold at our store.

Fit
Wear

ROLLER

KAORAPHS

Sh'iul.l you fall to receive The
call up the
KwninR Citizen,
Telegraph Co., telephone
ami your raper will be
No. 3
oVI vere l ly itpeclal

r.t.il

RKCOMi; DKIJNQCKXT Jl!NK
AM) A I'liNALTY OF ONF PKIt
CT.NT AIHIKI). OV JILY 1ST TIIK
UK
WILL
LIST
IHil.lXQCKNT
DRAWN AND A PENALTY OF
FIVE VIM CENT AND COSTS OF
PUBLICATION WILL HE ADDED...
JOHN S. HEAVEN,
COL- THE S. AND
LECTOR, HEItNALlLLO CO., N. M.

SKATING
AT

The New Rink

grlta at Richelieu
Hulk hominy
Grocery.
Kr'.li a.ilmon, cat fish, flounder,
barracuda and rock cod at the San

Iiftwn IVrtlllzor

Cor. 2nd and Copper Ave.

I

Jose Market.
11.

f

V.

A-

--

50 10

i :'n

St.li

to

tl.iO

t

Boys' Wash Suits

benuti-fi- ll

lawn In Albuquerque Is kept In
that condition hy Uie ws ot a small
iiinount of our fertiliser. I rom
MBtirlng mill cultinir prass re
quires a giHtd coiiopntmleil food to
color
produce grass of dark re-iE. W. IVc,
ami velvety appearance.
M
IIm.
Phone 16.
jtinj-flo- l
8. 1st.
fertilizer will cover 1000 square feet.
fre-(inc- ut

They are the latest things in Linen.
Duck and Pique. We have them in

Russian or Blouse Styles

and invite inspection of this
prices are reasonable and the

5

, 0
to S5.00

91--

We have just opened up a line of

Tabcr-llovernme- nt

l.75 to $3.00

s Work Shoos
Men's Dress Sli.ics
Men' Oxford
Women's lllich Slioc
Women's Oxford
Women's Slippers
fhiloTen" Shoes nml Oxford

Men

niot

ocoon

Finest and Mritc-- Surfiu-- In
Harris is entertaining
the Southwest,
hnr daughter. Mr. H. O. Ont, of
Richmond, Calif.
tiood Music, Hue Kqnlpment
and Competent Instructor.
W, hi. Connell, of tho firm of llu-nl- n
Ktieclal Attention t.lvcn to
Connell, of Ixjs I.ui as, Is In
toe cit on bunincsH.
New barrel mackerel at Richelieu
GOOD ICR rttKAM AND
Grocery.
SODA.
WALTON'S
CKKAM
CK
K. 7.. Vogt of Clorieta la in the city
Three Sessions Daily
J RIG STORE.
on business connected with the
M OKN 1 N i. A 1 'I I ilt OO.N
Mercantile company.
We Insist that our 185.00 typewriter Is the best value ever offered. If
The ladleg of the Christian church
AND liVKNINU.
you have any doubts let us supply
will have an Ice cream social at tho
you with a list of the satisfied users
church Friday evening, May 22. Ev
line--O- ur
here in - Albuquerque they will tell
erybody welcome.
you of the many superior features of
Mr. nnd Mrs. A. Lund and daughour famous 163.00 typewriter. Albu- ter, Miss I,UMe Lund, of South Second
HOARD MEETING.
215
querque Typewriter
Exchange,
street, lift Wednesday evening for a
There will be a meeting of the
West Central.
visit with relatives In Cralnard, Minn,
board of control of the
J
National Irrigation congress, and
The pupils of Mrs. Florence FreeAT
RESIDENCE
RENT
FOR
together
committees,
of ail the
man will give a recital this evening
2(1" NOIll'll EDITH.
APPLY OLD
with the executive committee
at !;15 in the studio In the Commer
ICE.
POSTOF1
TOWN
Interthe
of
advisory
board
and
cial club building. Every one Is wel
national Industrial exposition at
come.
Rugs on encumber, squash and
their offices in the Commercial
The ladies of the Cliri.itian church
vines, cabliajte worms, slugs on
melon
29th
evening,
the
Friday
club,
v. Ill give a crcani
ocial at the Chrishushes, etc., easily killed I,y
PER SUIT
7:30
o'clock.
instant, at
Destroyer,
wi'li Instant
tian church Friday evening. May 29.
W. S. HOPEWELL,
good program, l'rice 15 cents.
A
everything except Insects.
to
harmless
Chairman.
Everybody invited.
Ijirjjc can delivered to any art of
THE CENTRAL AVENUE
the city, 2"o. Ry mail, imstajte paid,
Hulk Pearl hominy at Richelieu
S. 1st.
4 He.
CLOTHIER
E. W. Fee,
Grocery.
lfl.
Phone
TIMM-Itl.E'S
George Eisman left this morning
TALLYIIOS WILL LEAVE
tor his home In Pittsburg, la., after
STARLES TONIGHT AT 7:30
Our shirt and ollar i or Is per
having spent the past ten days with SHARP MIR THE INDIAN SCHOOL. feet. Our "IH)MESTIC FINISH" I
Kemerer, of the SO CENTS ROUND TRIP.
his nephew, Norm-athe proper thing. We lead othert
follow
First National bank.
omomcmomcmcmcmcmcmcMomotto
IMPERIAL LAfNDRY CO
Hammocks, ll.&O to $5.00.
Ralston Breakfast Food at Richewith
a
picture
$2
framed
for
Be
lieu Grocery.
and
Extra cliolce nilnt.aspnraRiis
a $2 purchase.
chives root. TIicho roots) will grow
lo you like good nau.sane, so,some
g:i.iline stoves, $3.
nicely as soon as placed In the
call
If
thiiitf out of the ordinary?
A fine assortment of Graniteware
I' W
South
at the San Joo Market and look over in white, blue mid gray prices as. ..
lirst Street. Phone 16.
the lush xhipmerit of Usinger'a fine low as the lowest.
You
sausages.
Refrigerators, SS.00 aiul up.
STGE TO .IEMEZ, LEAVES 211
Sandoval leaves tomorrow
AT
I'lTREI.I.E ITISMTUItK CO.,
You
MORNING
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Ambrosio Candefaria
Watermelons, the first of the season, on sale at the San Jose Market.
MONEY TO LOAN
Every oiiu guaranteed.
Central and Fourth
Mrs. Rufus Goodrich of Los Ange- 412 West Central Ave
les is visiting her parents, Mr. and
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New Stock Just In
Memorial day will please leave them
at the home of Mrs. Harsch, 213
South Third street. Ry order of the
president, Emma C. Whltson.
Price the Lowest
Strawberry ice cream and cake will
be served by the "Little Spinsters"
at the Presbyterian church Thursday
evening. They will also entertain you
royally with a musical program. Ad
BUGGIES, RUNABOUTS, SURREYS,
mission 15 cents, refreshments, inelud- Mrs.

It requires neither a sermon nor a lecture to
convince you of the absolute superiority ot our
line. You are a judge of good shoes, hence we
ot
v
trust to your verdict
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For the Boys
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TO TAXPAYERS
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goods first class.

$3.00

$100 to $2.50

They range from

$2.00 to $3.50

Our Stock of Millinery
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Is still most complete and up to the

minute. No old stock, but all hats
are new and of the latest pattern.
Our prices are reasonable. . ot

lif

Miss Lutz
208 South Second Street
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can't beat our prlcein equal quality
can't beat our quality atany price.

l

j

HEAD OFF THE HEA T
Buy your Hose, Sprinklers and Garden Spray
Now. Money back it our Hose is not all we
o
ot
ot
ot
guarantee it to be.

L. BELL COMPANY
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CHAFING DISHES
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Palace
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Central Ave.
Albuquerque
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JUST RECEIVED 20.000 ROLLS
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WALL PAPER
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Ptptr, Paint,

Sign and Datoratlva Work Guaranteed
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Collar Insurance
Do the collars you buy wear a reason
able length of time The wearing quality is
what determines a collar's real value. Mere
claims don't help you if your collars are
cracked or the buttonholes torn.
--

Square Wear Collars
positive signed suarantee in every box
that they will 'war four months or longer.
If they don't, you get newcollai? uisalutely
free.
a

No Saw Ldges

No Cracks
No Tokn Bl.TrOMIOI rs
free of all expense to you.
collars
new
or
-

All

style' and sies.

Every collar

Box of SIX

-

c7 signed guarantee with

thorn-shrun-

$1.00
n ay

box.

A cordial Invitation Is extended all
members, visiting members, uud their
fr' nils to attend the missionary tea
West Silver avenue, on Friday afternoon from 2 to 6. A pleasant timo
is assured.
Hen Hibo. general merchant at lllbo.
N. M., was in the city yesterday, con
tracting the delivery of his spring clip
of wool. Mr. Hibo will haul his wool
fioin western Valencia county to
on wagons. The caravan
All! consist of probably fifty wagons.
Palmer Social camp, Modern Wood
men of America, will hold a short ,
business session In Red Men's hail to- - .
irglu, after which an excellent pro - '
gram will be rendered and light re freshinenU will be served. All Modern Woodmen and their ladies are
cord'al'.y invited to attend.
candy,
If you enjoy home-mad- e
church
come to the Presbyterian
Thursday evening and pun base some
There
from the "ILttle Spinsters."
will he a musical promt n. and Ice
A
cream and cake will he
15
including refreshments,
cents.
Mrs. L. J. Rummell, 22 J West Silver avenue, is enjoying a visit from
Mr. and
her daughter and
Mrs. Knight, who arrived last n'ghti
air. Knigni is a.
from l.os Angeles,
mechanical engineer for the Santa Fe
engage-,In superintending1 the building of new depots and eating houses.
I

NOTICE.
Tlsise desiring treatment for the
Dr.
liquor diwcite hud biv--t
Is'foiv lie leaves for New
York. Rmiii 5, N. T. Annljo
M-- e
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E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 S. Second

119 W.
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Heating Co.

Cold
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WAGNER
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COMPANY
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HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
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lare shipment. Haven't room for them,
and are making special low prices this week to move them
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$9.50 to $30
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TAI.IA1IOS Wild, LEAVE

TRIM-RI.E'- S

hTARM-- S TOMt.llT AT 7:30
SI l. It I' 11)11 THE INDIAN SCIIOOl
50 CENTS KOt'NU TRIl".

We Have
Your Suit!

The Suit you'UJfancy and the Suit ou'il need. JO
Vour Suit for dress occasions, your Suit for business, your suit for lounging, your Suit for traveling.
Vour Suit for the seashore, your Suit for the mountains, your Suit for the country, for outings of all sorts;
your Suit for fishing, your Suit for sporting, your Suit
for games, your Suit for any purpose.
Suits of many fabrics, of many colors, of many
shapes, of many styles of trimmings.

Harness and Saddles

Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Cor. First St. and Tijeras Ave.

oooooooooooo
Summer Styles in Millinery
Walk out anJ see onr stock.
We can save you money. . .
.

Take a look at our!
$15 and $20 Suits
Match them,' if ytju can! Our highest ambition
is to have yt u .satisfied, for then you'll come again

M. Mandell
Panama and Straw Hats

SPRING WAGONS

STANHOPES,

Nettleton'Shoes

Ladies' Tailoring
SI2 North

Stcond

&

Dressmaking

MISS CRANE

ATTENTION !

EYES RIGHT!
right call
If your eyes are not

on me ami let me fit them with
glaes that will make them right.

Phone

S. T. VANN

No. 944

DOCTOR OF OPTICS
VANN JEWELRY CO.

Good
ROOM and BOARD
$16 and Up
MRS. M. E. N0RR1S
110 East Coal Avenue
Are you looKinpf for rTiTmng Re- thA want
rnluniiis of Tht
Evening Citlien are for your especial
benefit.
It talke to the people and
they talk to you.
nAmKu,.

One

IHr

A.

South of

Drug Store.

J. MorelJi
TAILOR

MERCHANT

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits

Cleaned, Pressed, Repaire
103 NORTH FIRST STREET
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